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INTRODUCTION 
Depreciation is a word of many meanings and concepts. 
Marston, Winfrey, and Hempstead (23, p. 175) summarize 
the various meanings when they say that depreciation may 
refer to (l) decrease in value, (2) a cost of operation, 
and (3) physical condition. Referring to a cost of 
operation there are many different ways that the original 
cost of an asset can be written off over the life of that 
asset. Possible methods that can be used for this include 
straight line, declining balance, and sum of the years 
digits. Also in relation to a cost of operation, the pre­
paid expense concept of depreciation is common yet is 
subject to some criticism from time to time because of price 
level changes (10, p. 4l). The layman, when referring to 
the physical condition of a used item, may say that the 
item is depreciated, but a better term to use might be 
dilapidated. 
While the debate may continue in the literature over 
the various meanings, concepts, and methods of accounting 
for depreciation, there is one area of generally common 
agreement. This agreement results from the fact that at 
least one factor is common to all the meanings and 
concepts of depreciation with the possible exception of 
physical condition. This factor is estimation and use of 
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service life in the age-life relationship. 
The uncertainty surrounding depreciation would 
not exist if depreciation was strictly concerned with 
past events. It is, however, concerned with future 
events and therefore will always involve estimates, 
or more technically correct--forecasts. Estimate 
Implies a judgment, considered or casual, that precedes 
or takes the place of actual measuring or counting or 
testing out (27b). Since depreciation "estimates" 
involve judgment at the present time concerning future 
events, the above definition seems reasonable although it 
does not specifically mention future events. Searching 
further we see that to forecast is to calculate or 
predict (some future event or condition) usually as a 
result of rational study and analysis of available 
pertinent data. Predict commonly implies inference 
from facts or accepted laws of nature; forecast adds 
the implication of anticipating eventualities and 
differs from predict in being usually concerned with 
probabilities rather than certainties (27b). Prom 
the above discussion it appears appropriate to 
say that the process of estimation commonly referred 
to in the field of depreciation is in actuality part 
estimation (because considered judgment is used and 
' , \ 
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appropriate) and partly forecast (because it is based 
on rational study and analysis of available data and 
is concerned with probabilities). 
Prediction, forecast, and estimation are all parts of 
the process of estimating service lives for depreciation 
or valuation purposes. This process is generally referred 
to as the process of life estimation. The elements of 
life estimation in the order in which they usually occur 
are listed: 
The Elements of Life Estimation 
1. Data selection 
2. Life analysis 
a. Treatment of the data 
b. Description of life characteristics 
mathematically or graphically 
3. Life forecast 
These elements provide an outline for the discussion which 
follows. 
Data Selection 
In developing estimates of life for a particular prop­
erty group the analyst most often seeks the historical 
record of the property under question. If no historical 
record for the particular property exists experience of 
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similar property is examined. 
Property records are the result of following the 
procedures and practices of accounting. It is important 
to remember this because mortality behavior is measured 
by sometimes arbitrary accounting practices which, for 
instance, may indicate a retirement that in reality is a 
temporary removal from service or a transfer from one 
account to another. Therefore, when selecting data from 
which estimates are going to be derived the analyst must 
not only select the particular record to analyze but he 
must also screen the data so that only actual retirements 
• from service are used in the estimation process. 
Another characteristic of the data which may affect 
life estimates is the degree of homogeneity. Life_estl-
mates based on a homogeneous property account would tend 
to be much more reliable than estimates based on hetero­
geneous accounts. Most accounts cannot be considered 
homogeneous in the strict sense for at least two reasons. 
The first reason is that accounts are aggregated, e.g., 
boilers and associated equipment are all accounted for 
under one accounting classification. This practice 
obviously causes heterogeneity. The second reason is that 
a continuous property account is composed of units acquired 
over time, and physical characteristics of property change 
over time due to such factors as changing technology. 
A somewhat controversial area in regard to property 
records is whether these records should be kept in terms 
of dollars or units ( 6, p. 10). Much can be said about 
this controversy, however it is only mentioned here to 
point out that life estimates based on dollars versus 
units may be different (ig, p. 39). 
The above characteristics of property data are briefly 
discussed in order to make the following point. The effects 
of such factors as accounting practice and homogeneity of 
the property must be considered by the analyst in screening 
the data and in interpreting the life estimates determined 
from the analysis of the data. As an example, if the 
degree of heterogeneity or mix of an account is changing 
over time the forecasted life of the property in tMs 
particular account should be determined by an analysis of 
historical data and the application of judgment concerning 
what effect the changing mix would have on future lives. 
After the data upon which life estimates will be 
based has been selected the depreciation engineer applies 
the next element of the process of life estimation, life 
analysis. 
Life Analysis 
Life analysis involves a two part procedure. The 
first part is concerned with the treatment of the selected 
data and the second part involves describing the life 
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characteristics or mortality behavior mathematically or 
graphically. This descriptive procedure is usually 
referred to as the curve fitting element of life analysis. 
The data treatment and the description phases of life 
analysis are handled differently depending on whether the 
data is aged or not. Aged data is defined as data which 
includes the dates of installation and the dates of retire­
ment. The actuarial methods of life analysis are appli­
cable if aged data is available and the non-actuarial 
methods are used if aged data is not available. If aged 
retirements do not exist the depreciation analyst generally 
depends on either the turnover methods or the simulated 
plant-record (SPR) method to estimate life (6, pp. 19-43). 
These methods are considered non-actuarial although the 
simulated plant-record method has some characteristics of 
the actuarial methods in that it assumes a distribution of 
retirements for its trial and error procedure of generating 
yearly balances or retirements. A discussion of the SPR 
method is provided by White (29, p. 33) who investigated 
the accuracy of the SPR method and found that at least 
on a simulated basis the SPR method does match a known 
population with a high degree of confidence. 
The two steps involved in life analysis, treatment 
of the data and description of the life characteristics 
will be discussed in relation to the actuarial methods only. 
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Treatment of the data 
There are at least five methods of treating data 
when using the actuarial methods of life analysis. These 
are the individual unit method, the original group method, 
the composite original group method, the multiple original 
group method and the annual rate method (32, pp. 17-18). 
All of these methods result in an observed (original) life 
table. An observed life table is simply a tabulation of the 
amount of property surviving at each age from zero to the 
limit of indicated life. The amount of property surviving 
can be expressed as dollars, units, proportions, or per-
cents. Proportion and percent are assumed to refer to an 
original amount installed. Percent surviving is the most 
common term used because it facilitates comparisons 
. between various original life tables. An original life 
table is two dimensional because it lists percent sur­
viving at varying age intervals. If the original life 
table values are plotted on graph paper using the dimen­
sions percent surviving and age, what results is referred 
to as an original survivor curve (sometimes called a 
mortality curve). 
An original survivor curve may extend all the way 
to zero percent surviving or it may stop at some percent 
greater than zero. If it stops short of zero it is said 
to be stubbed. Whether the curve is stubbed or not it will 
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contain some degree of irregularity. An original survivor 
curve provides insufficient information for purposes of 
depreciation calculations unless definable mathematical 
or graphical expressions are fitted to it. This fitting 
process is discussed next. 
Describing life characteristics mathematically or graphically 
The object of fitting any type of mathematical expres­
sion to observed data is to describe the observed behavior 
or functional relationship exhibited by the data. This 
description is expressed specifically in terms of the 
parameters of the expression fitted to the observed data. 
The parameters of the expression so fitted can be used to 
calculate ave'rage service life and a measure of the disper­
sion of lives, thus arriving at measures useful in depre­
ciation calculations. In other words, by fitting an 
expression to an observed life table one arrives at a 
description of the life characteristics of the property 
group being analyzed. 
In practice various expressions are fitted to the 
original life table. The choice of which expression to 
use is determined by each user and depends on his judgment 
of which is most appropriate. The research reported herein 
compares selected expressions to determine if one might 
be more appropriate than another. The aspects of fitting 
are discussed more thoroughly in the next chapter. 
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It might be said that the results of life analysis 
are life estimates based on the "cold hard facts". There 
is the often heard cliche that figures don't lie. This 
might be true, but they are sometimes quite misleading if 
not interpreted properly. The results of the life analysis 
may need some interpretation. This phase of life estima­
tion can be called the life forecast phase. 
Lifé Forecast 
The life forecast phase of life estimation has at its 
foundation the elements of a forecast, i.e., an analysis 
of available data, and the treatment of this data in a 
probabilistic manner. This, of course, is just another 
description of life analysis. The life forecast, then, is 
based on the results of the life analysis, but proceeds 
one step further by applying considered, expert, judgment 
to the results of the life analysis. The term life esti­
mation implies an application of judgment as pointed out on 
page 1. It is in the life forecast phase of life esti­
mation where this application of judgment takes place. A 
description of the life forecast is very well stated as 
follows (6, p. 5). 
The second step, life estimation, or life fore­
cast, is primarily a matter of fully informed judg­
ment. In a few cases where all of the conditions 
required for drawing valid statistical inferences 
are met, it may be useful to compute the "variance" 
or "standard deviation," which assists in judging 
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the reliability of results by giving consideration 
to the amount of information and the scatter of 
separate observations around the average. In some 
of these few cases, it might be concluded that 
future experience probably will duplicate the 
past. However, many of the methods for life analysis 
do not lend themselves readily to this sort of test, 
and there is always the danger of a slavish acceptance 
of material which lies within certain limits of pro­
bable error, without further investigation of its 
nature. 
A more important aspect of the judgment to be 
applied at this point is the consideration of cause 
and effect. Were there observable trends; are there 
presently known conditions or factors which do not 
operate in the past but will operate in the future; 
how can they be evaluated; to what can they be attri­
buted; and how does the situation stand today? These 
may be no reason to assume that all conditions which 
obtained in the past will continue to operate 
similarly in the future, but it is futile to pretend 
that judgment can be exercised in the absence of a 
survey of the past and a review of the conditions. 
This survey of past averages and trends, as revealed 
by the statistical studies which constitute Step 1, 
together with consideration of the reliability of 
those results in the light of conditions known to 
affect them, as well as study of trends in the 
conditions themselves, constitute Step 2. 
In some cases very little, if any, mortality data 
exists. In these cases the burden of providing a life 
estimate falls mainly in the realm of judgment. This is 
not a desirable situation but is sometimes the only way 
that an estimate can be determined. If data does exist, 
however, the depreciation engineer would want to analyze 
this data in the best way possible. With this in mind we 
proceed to a discussion of the actuarial methods of life 
analysis in the next section. 
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THE ACTUARIAL METHODS OF LIFE ANALYSIS 
The place of life analysis in the process of life 
estimation was described in the previous section. This 
research is concerned with the actuarial methods of life 
analysis only. As a definition, the actuarial methods 
encompass the treatment of a#ed data and the fitting of the 
resulting original survivor curve. The treatment of 
the data is common to all the methods of fitting and will 
therefore he discussed only briefly. 
Treatment of Data 
Five methods for analyzing data are listed on page 7. 
Of these, the retirement rate (or annual rate) method is 
much the best, because it is based on the collection and 
compilation of the data of all property in service during 
a period of recent years, both property retired and that 
still in service (23, p. 154). The characteristic of 
the annual rate method is that it reflects only the 
retirement experience for the period of the study (10, 
p. 67). The annual rate method amounts to sampling 
retirement ratios from the various vintages that have 
property still surviving during the period of study 
(experience band). Lamp (19, p. 53) points out that 
the sample retirement ratios from each vintage for a 
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given age interval are weighted by the amount surviving 
from that vintage to yield' a composite retirement ratio 
• for the given age interval. The annual rate method 
accomplishes this weighting process without it being 
apparent, therefore it is pertinent to point out that this 
is what actually takes place. 
The annual rate method of treating the data is dis­
cussed here because it is considered the most useful 
method and was consequently used for all calculations 
performed while conducting this research. The result of 
applying tne annual rate method of analysis to the 
selected data is the original life table or original 
survivor curve. The fitting of this resultant survivor 
curve in order to arrive at a description of mortality 
behavior is the subject of this research and will be focused 
on next. 
Fitting of Survivor Curves 
Pitting curves to raw or sample data iP aimed at 
describing the parent population from which the sample is 
assumed to have come. There is an implied assumption that 
the retirement of property is caused by the influence of 
some law of mortality and this law of mortality is descrip­
tive of the parent population of retirements. Since the 
retirements from a particular property group are merely 
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samples from a larger assumed population, fitting the 
observed retirement experience is a process of estimating 
the parameters of the assumed parent population. . 
Heretofore mortality experience has been discussed in 
terms of a survivor curve. However, mortality experience 
can be expressed in at least three additional ways. These 
are the retirement curve, the retirement frequency curve 
and the retirement rate curve. Let us relate these four 
descriptions of the same thing by means of mathematical 
functions. Let the retirement frequency function be 
defined in terms of a probability density function f{x) 
where the variable x refers to age. The retirement fre­
quency function is given as 
y = f (x) 0 ^  X < CO 
The retirement function is then defined as 
X 
R(x) = J f(t)dt 0 < X < 00 
0 
The survivor curve or survivorship function is defined as 
S(x) = 1.0 - R(x) 0 < X < CO 
The retirement rate function 6 (x) is then defined as 
(x) = 0 < X < » S(x) dx 
I 
Therefore, it can be seen that all four functions are 
defined in terms of one another and if one is known the 
I 
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other three are known. This is equivalent to saying that 
fitting sample data (which is usually expressed as an 
original life table but need not be so expressed) can 
be done in any of four ways. Which of the four forms the 
analyst chooses to fit will depend on his selection of the 
type of expression to be fitted to the raw data. 
Of the expressions proposed for the purpose of fitting 
mortality data, is there a best one? Unfortunately this 
is not an easily answered question. If the answer were 
obvious there would not be such a variety of expressions 
in use today. Recognized methods or expressions in use 
today or worthy of mention include the Iowa type curve_s 
(32), the h-curves (15), the Gompertz-Makeham distribu­
tion (lb. Ch. 2, p. 7), fitting retirement ratios by poly­
nomials (5), the Weibull distribution (13), the 
Patterson series, "ax^" curves, and the modified 
probability series (6, p. 15). 
Although these expressions have varying qualities 
and characteristics, there remains the fact that all of 
these systems have at least one characteristic in common. 
This common factor is that a fitted curve describes the 
mortality characteristics of the property under investi­
gation. This description is expressed in terms of the 
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parameters of the curve being used. It may not have much 
physical significance to say that a certain retirement 
experience is described by a Weibull distribution with 
scale parameter equal to 10.3 and the shape parameter 
equal to 4.94. Nevertheless, these two parameters do 
describe the phenomenon and it is an easy task to derive 
from these parameters the more physically meaningful 
parameter average life. It is not inferred that all of 
the above expressions perform this function equally well, 
however. In fact, this research is an attempt to determine 
if the expressions actively used are equal in their ability 
to fit mortality data. 
Of the previously listed expressions used to fit 
actuarial data it was deemed that five methods were in 
active use and/or worthy of investigation. The five 
selected methods are 
1. The Iowa type curves 
2. The h-curve system 
3. The Gompertz-Makeham distribution 
4. The Weibull distribution 
5. Polynomials fitted to retirement ratios 
Three of these five methods involve fitting a given distri­
bution to an original life table or survivor curve. These 
three distributions are (l) the Iowa type curves, (2) the 
h-curves, and (3) the Gompertz-Makeham distribution. The 
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Welbull distribution is fitted to the cumulative retirements 
curve and the fifth method involves fitting a polynomial 
expression to the original retirement ratios and then 
generating a smooth survivor curve from the smoothed 
retirement ratios. 
Fitting processes 
In mathematical terminology fitting method usually 
refers to the manner by which the parameters of the assumed 
distribution are estimated. Some of these methods of 
estimation are least squares, order statistics, moments, 
and maximum likelihood. 
What the literature of life analysis calls the 
actuarial methods refer to the treatment of aged data to 
arrive at a life table or yearly retirement ratios and 
the fitting of a specific expression to the life table or 
retirement ratios. Since the treatment of the aged data 
is common to all of the methods, what distinguishes one 
method from the others is the expression fitted to the 
data. In practice each of these actuarial methods uses a 
particular mathematical fitting process. For clarification 
the actuarial method, the function fitted, and the type of 
fitting process used in practice are listed in Table 1. 
The intent here is not to imply that a particular 
method is forever married to the mathematical fitting 
process shown. But since these fitting processes are 
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Table 1. Actuarial method descriptions 
Method Function Fitted Mathematical Fitting 
Process Used 
Iowa type curves Survivorship Graphical 
h-curve system Survivorship Graphical 
Gompertz-Makeham Survivorship A method of 
moments 




widely used in practice and no .evidence exists that any 
other process would yield better results, these processes 
were used exclusively in this research. For purposes 
of description the terms actuarial method or method of 
fitting as used in this dissertation will refer to the 
method and associated fitting process referred to in 
Table 1. 
Pitting stubbed data 
When analyzing data upon which predictions and 
forecasts are made the depreciation engineer uses the 
most representative and recent experience available. 
This may involve both complete and stubbed life tables. 
Complete life tables result from property which has been 
completely retired. Fitting this kind of data is a 
matter of smoothing and hence describing the mortality 
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characteristics. Usually, however, there is not adequate 
experience to provide a complete life table. In this 
case a stubbed curve results, and the fitting process 
involves not only smoothing the observed points but also 
extrapolating the stubbed curve to zero percent surviving 
and thus•arriving at the mortality characteristics. 
If a function, say y = f(x) where x refers to age, is 
fitted to data points between 0 and x^ then, statistically, 
inferences can be made about the functional relationship 
between y and x in the range 0 to x^ only. The objective 
of life estimation, however, is to predict (forecast) the 
functional relationship beyond x^. With one additional 
assumption, we can forecast beyond the limits of the data. 
This assumption is that the functional relationship 
indicated by the existing data will also be followed 
beyond the limits of the data. Practical experience has 
shown this to be a—necessary and reasonable assumption, 
but it should be recognized that the assumption is being 
made when extending stubbed curves. This is one of the 
* 
elements of judgment. 
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OBJECTIVES 
Mention was made in the previous chapter of an 
assumed parent population. Whether explicit or not, if 
one fits a particular distribution, say Gompertz-Makeham, 
to mortality experience there is an implied assumption 
that the underlying population follows that particular 
distribution. But is this a good assumption? Henderson 
(13) showed that the assumption of an underlying population 
being either of the Iowa type or Weibull distribution was 
equally valid. This was found true in the general case 
although there were some differences between the Weibull 
and the various modal Iowa curves. Cowles (5, p. 82) 
investigated the quality of fits obtained by the Iowa 
curves as against the use of unweighted orthogonal poly­
nomials and found that no consistent superiority is enjoyed 
by either curve fitting approach. Some of the actuarial 
methods are Illustrated and compared in (la, p. 31) and (24, 
p. 234), but the comparisons are based, on only-, two* g.nd one 
accounts respectively and are quite subjective. 
Hoover (14)  investigated the feasibility of matching 
certain mortality expressions to survivor data by the use 
of an analog computer and an oscilloscope. The mortality 
expressions for which the circuitry was set up are : 
1. Iowa type survivor curves 
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2. Welbull survivor function 
3. Gompertz-Makeham survivor function 
4. Truncated normal frequency function 
5. Polynomial retirement ratio function 
These expressions are the same ones as are investigated 
in this research; however. Hoover fitted only the Iowa 
type survivor curves to survivor data. Because all of 
the methods were not used to fit survivor data no compari­
sons of relative accuracy could he made between the five 
methods of fitting. 
While some actuarial methods are more widely used 
than others, there is limited evidence to indicate that 
any method is better or worse than the others as far as 
accuracy of fitting is concerned. It would be desirable to 
be able to make a definite statement regarding the relative 
accuracy of the commonly used actuarial methods of life 
analysis. 
There are basically two philosophies in fitting life 
tables. One involves fitting the survivor or retirement 
function and the other involves fitting the retirement 
ratios. Because the original life table is generated by 
successive multiplication of the survival ratios a single 
deviant survival ratio at the beginning of a curve will 
affect the percent surviving at all subsequent points. If 
a curve is fitted to a life table so affected the indicated 
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life could be considerably in error. The proponents of 
fitting retirement ratios and then generating the smoothed 
survivor curve from the smoothed retirement ratios maintain 
that this method is theoretically more correct because 
the observed retirement ratios are independent samples 
from the "law of mortality". Pitting these independent 
observations has the effect of not allowing a single 
deviant retirement ratio to affect the rest of the curve. 
That is, this single observation will affect the smoothed 
survivor curve only to the extent that it contributes to 
the fit of the retirement ratios. 
While the general philosophy behind fitting survivor 
curves or retirement ratios differs, there is also a 
variety of opinion expressed in regard to the best distri­
bution to be used in fitting the life table. Some favor 
type curves and a graphical fitting process where judgment 
can be exercised during the fitting process. Others favor 
a mathematical fitting technique because it is more 
objective. 
Among some depreciation engineers the thought is 
expressed that there may be a theoretical "law of 
mortality". There Indeed may be a theoretical law of 
mortality but practical experience with Industrial property 
seems to indicate that mortality experience is so erratic 
that any theoretical law is well camouflaged. Weibull's 
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comments on this subject as shown on page 25 of this 
dissertation are particularly cogent. While a theoretical 
law of mortality or distribution may"or may not exist, 
some of the distributions or actuarial methods used in 
practice might be better than others. Weibull's suggestion 
to "choose a simple function, test it empirically, and 
stick to it as long as none better has been found." 
(28, p. 293) forms an outline for the objective of this 
research. 
The objective of this research, then, is to select the 
functions most commonly used in actuarial life analysis 
and to test them empirically by comparing their ability 
to fit simulated and actual mortality data. The five 
functions selected are those previously referred to and 
a discussion of each is contained in the following sections. 
I 
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THE WEIBULL DISTRIBUTION 
If a variable X is assigned to a certain character­
istic of the individuals of a population, the distribution 
function (df) of X, denoted R(x), may be defined as the 
number of all individuals having an X < x, divided by the 
total number of individuals. This function gives the 
probability P of choosing at random an individual having a 
value of X < X. Therefore, 
Any distribution function may be written in the form 
We see this as follows. If we specify that the instan­
taneous rate of mortality = 6(x). Then 
P(X 5 x) = R(x) (1 )  
R(x) = 1 - e-9(x) ( 2 )  
or 
d In S(x) = -ô(x)dx 
After integration 
In S(x) = -J 6(x)dx 
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where S'(x) is the "survivorship" function. If we say 
that 0(x) = J ô(x)dx then the relationship 
R(x) = 1 - e"G(%) 
follows. The advantage of this form of R(x) depends on the 
relationship 
(1 - p)" = e-ne(x) (3) 
where e is the natural base. The reasoning behlW^àW 
relationship is commonly referred to as the weakest link 
concept. That is, failure depends on the weakest link 
of a chain. The explanation of the weakest link concept 
proceeds as follows. Let p equal the probability of 
failure of a'single link of a chain at a given load. 
Then (l - p) is equal to the probability of non-failure. 
Now, if there are n links in the chain, the probability of 
simultaneous non-failure of all of the links is equal to 
(l - p)^. Therefore, the following holds true according 
to the weakest link reasoning: 
Probability of failure = P = 1 - (l-p)^ 
P = 1 - (4) 
if 0(x) = n3(x) then 
P = R(x) = 1 - e"G(x) 
Weibull (28) has the following to say about the 
weakest link concept : 
\ 
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The same method of reasoning may be applied to the 
large group of problems, where the occurrence of an 
event in any part of an object may be said to have 
occurred in the object as a whole, e.g., the phenomena 
of yield limits, statical or dynamic strengths,, 
electric bulbs, or even death of man, as the pro­
bability of surviving depends on the probability of 
not having died from many different causes. 
The general df R(x) = 1 - e - e(x) is too general to 
be used without specifying the function 9(x). Weibull 
( 28, p. 293) specifies 
0(x) = (-
x  -  x  
x .  
• )  
m (5) 
Therefore the Weibull df takes the form 
\ m 
(x) = 1 - e ^ X]_ (6 ) 
This distribution is also known as the Fisher - Tippett 
type III extreme value distribution for smallest values, or 
the asymptotic distribution for smallest value. Weibull 
( 28, p. 293) makes the following comments on the above df: 
The only merit of this df is to be found in the 
fact that it is the simplest mathematical expression 
of the form, (Equation 2), which satisfies the 
necessary general conditions. Experience has shown 
that, in many cases, it fits the observations better 
than other known distribution functions. 
The objection has been stated that this distri­
bution function has no theoretical basis. But in so 
far as the author understands, there are - with very 
few exceptions - the"same objections against all 
other df, applied to real populations from natural 
or biological fields, at least in so far as the 
theoretical basis has anything to do with the 
population in question. Furthermore, it is utterly 
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hopeless to expect a theoretical basis for distribution 
functions of random variables such as strength 
properties of materials or of machine parts or 
particle sizes, the "particles" being fly ash, 
Cyrtoideae, or even adult males, born in the 
British Isles. 
It is believed that in such cases the only 
practicable way of progressing is to choose a simple 
function, test it empirically, and stick to it as 
long as none better has been found. In accordance 
with this program the df, (Equation 6), has been 
applied not only to populations, for which it was 
originally intended, but also to populations from 
widely different fields, and, in many cases, with 
quite satisfactory results. The author has never 
been of the opinion that this function is always 
valid. On the contrary, he very much doubts the 
sense of speaking of the "correct" distribution 
function, just as there is no meaning in asking for 
the correct strength values of an SAE steel, depending 
as it does, not only on the material itself, but 
also upon the manufacturer and many other factors. 
In most cases, it is hoped that these factors will 
influence only the parameters. However, accidentally 
they may even affect the function itself. 
While the Weibull df may not have a sound theoretical 
basis, its characteristics seem to lend themselves nicely 
to life testing and reliability studies. Because of the 
kinship between life testing and life analysis the author, 
in earlier research (13), deemed it worthwhile to investi­
gate the ability of the Weibull distribution to describe 
mortality of industrial property. The investigation of the 
Weibull distribution seemed particularly attractive because 
the weakest link concept pointed out by Weibull would 
seem to be applicable to retirement of industrial property. 
The weakest link concept is certainly an oversimplified 
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concept as applied to a complicated piece of machinery, 
but it would seem to apply in the macro sense and is 
therefore heuristically attractive. 
Estimation of the Weibull Parameters 
In 1954 Julius Lieblein published an article (20) 
which described a method of estimating the parameters of 
the asymptotic distribution of largest values via the 
method of order statistics. In 1956 Lieblein and Zelen 
(21) described how the parameters of the two parameter 
Weibull distribution could be estimated by transforming 
this asymptotic distribution of smallest values to the 
extreme value distribution for largest values and then 
using the procedures previously developed by Lieblein to 
estimate the parameters. The Lieblein method provides 
best linear unbiased (BLU) estimates of the two parameters 
of the Weibull distribution. 
Recently Mann (22) has contributed a method whereby 
the best linear invariant (BLI) estimates of the two 
parameters can be obtained. 
Because the use of order statistics in the field of 
life analysis is new and the method has probably been 
used for research applications only, a complete although 
not detailed description of the method seems to be called 
for. The description which follows is based on (20), 
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(21), and (22), and the reader is referred to these 
references for the details of the estimation theory. 
Given the Welbull distribution 
R^(x) = 1'- expC-
which is a "retirement" function we may write the 
"survivorship" function 
S^(x) = exp[- (-^^)'^] (7) 
Letting x^ = 0 and changing nomenclature slightly 
Sj_(L) = exp[-(^)°] 0 < L < » (8) 
or 
S^(L) = Prob (life > L) 
where L stands for life of property. Equation 8 is the 
Welbull distribution with the scale and shape parameters, 
a and c respectively, to be estimated. 
Relation of extreme value and Welbull distributions 
The method of order statistics developed by Lleblein 
(20) was developed for the extreme value distribution 
- l^SzJtA 
P(x) = exp[-e ^ ] -co < X 5 CO (9) 
This distribution is referred to as the Pisher-Tippett 
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Type I extreme value distribution for largest values, or 
the asymptotic distribution for largest values. If the 
transformation x = InL is made in Equation 8 then 
G ( x) = exp[-a~°e°^] = exp[ - c ^ ^ "  -» < x < » 
(10) 
or 
G ( x) = Prob (in life > x) -» < x < œ  
It Is seen that Equation 10 is of the same form as Equation 
9j therefore the procedures developed to estimate the 
parameters of Equation 9 can be used to estimate those of 
• Equation 10 also. 
Now if we let Ina = n and c~^ = B then 
2Ç2H 
G ( x) = exp[-e ® ] (11) 
also if y = (x - ia)/B 
G(x) = expC-e^] = 0(y) (12) 
and 
P(x) = expC-e"^] = 0(-y) (13) 
The only difference between G(x) and F(x) is the 
sign of yJ and the significance of this is that P(x) is 
the extreme value distribution for largest values and 
G(x) is the extreme value distribution for smallest 
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Smallest values 
— Byp —I 
tj. = IJ- + By^ 
Yp = In(-InF) 
t-L 
Largest values 
tp = + Byj 
yp = - In(-InF) 
Figure 1. General form of the extreme value distribu­
tions, smallest and largest values. 
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values. The procedures for estimating the parameters of 
these distributions are identical except for changing 
the signs on the tabulated values of y, as will be seen 
later. The relationship between the extreme value 
distribution for largest values and that for smallest 
values is as shown in Figure i. It is to be understood 
that the distributions of Figure 1 are density functions 
of the extreme value distributions. The distribution 
9(y) or 8(-y), considered as a distribution of the reduced 
variableJ has standardized parameters ^ = 0, B = 1 and is 
called the reduced distribution. 
A description of the extreme value distribution. 
Equation 12, together with an interpretation of its para­
meters in terms of life estimates (or their logarithms x), 
is necessary to an understanding of the application of the 
method of order statistics. Estimating the parameters \i 
and B is essential to determining the appropriate Weibull 
distribution used to describe particular Industrial 
property experience. Once la and B are specified the 
average service life and dispersion of property lives 
becomes known. 
The parameters of the extreme value distribution are 
shown in Figure 1. The quantity la is the position of the 
mode and the quantity B is a scale parameter (actually 
1/Weibull slope), analogous to the standard deviation, a. 
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in the case of the normal distribution. 
It is useful to introduce related quantities of the 
form t = |a + By which are linear combinations of parameters 
|j. and B and may thus also be regarded as parameters when 
known values are later assigned to y. Introduction of t 
makes it possible to estimate and B simultaneously. 
Thus if t can be obtained as a + by with a and b known and 
y arbitrary, then the values ^ = a, B = b will be known 
at once. The parameter t has another important meaning. 
In Figure l the area (P) under the curve to the right of t 
expresses the probability that a value larger than t will 
occur. 
Thus t is a function of F and may be written t^ as 
shown in Figure 1 . For example, if F = .90 then t = t 
represents a value of x = InL which will be exceeded by 90 
percent of the population, tp written in terms of the 
original parameters p, and B may oe written in the form 
'F 
or 
t-rp — + By-r 
Where y^ depends only on the probability F as determined 
below. By definition of probability and in view of 
Equations 10, 12 and l4 
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F = Prob (x > tp) = G(xp) = e(yp) = exp(-e (15) 
Thus solving for we obtain 
yp = In(-lnP) (16) 
The value of y^ is obtained from Table 2 of Reference 27a 
by simply changing the sign of the values found in the 
table. A change in sign is necessary because the tabulated 
values are of the form -ln(-lnP). 
Methods of fitting 
One common method of statistical analysis of fatigue-
life data depends on the classical method of least squares. 
There are three main problems associated with fitting 
using the least squares technique. These are the problems 
of plotting position, runouts, and independence of lives 
due to being arranged in increasing order. Lieblein and 
Zelen (21, p. 289) discuss this problem briefly: 
In the classical method of least squares for 
fitting the straight-line relationship, (Equation 10), 
pairs of values (xi,yi), i = 1, . . ., n, are 
required. The values of x = InL are obtained from 
the given data. However, the variable y, measured 
through the percentage failing, P = 1 - S, presents 
difficulties. The problem of how to plot P is known 
as the problem of "plotting position". 
It seems clear that the values, P^, of the 
plotted variable, P, must somehow be related to 
the rank order of the (units) as they fail. A 
natural choice is the percentage failing: P = f/n, 
where f is the rank order of failure in a test group 
of n. This is not advisable for reasons discussed 
at length by Gumbel in [9, p. l4), where he advocates 
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the plotting position f/(n+l)„ Other workers take 
different positions, and the question of plotting 
position must be regarded as still unsettled. 
A second difficulty with the use of least squares 
is that as usually used it fails to take adequate 
account of the number of items remaining intact 
("runouts") in the Incomplete tests. As a final 
point, it is to be noted that the successive plotted 
points are not independent, as they represent the 
observed lives in increasing order. A correct use 
of least squares procedures would have to take into 
account all the intercorrelations, which is not done 
in the usual application of the "method of least 
squares"I 
Lieblein (20) also discusses estimation of parameters 
using the maximum likelihood approach and the method of 
moments but finds that these methods have certain dis­
advantages in relation to the method of order statistics 
that he has developed. Mann (22) also discusses the 
characteristics of maximum likelihood estimators in 
relation to order statistics estimators. 
The following method of order statistics overcomes 
some of the objectives stated above. 
Consider an independent random sample of n items from 
the distribution of smallest values,- of which only the k 
smallest values can be observed. Arranged in descending 
order they are as follows: 
(xj^>x2?x3> . . . 
where the parentheses denote the n-k largest unobservable 
values, and the remaining k values are known. Prom the k 
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known values It is desired to determine an estimator 
! I 
*lXn-k+l+ "2Xn-k+2+ • • • + "A ^ ^  
(i.e., the weights Wj) of the general parameter, 
tjj. = li + Byp 
of the extreme value population, such that T in Equation 17 
is unbiased and of minimum variance. Now 
X = ^  + By (18) 
where y is the reduced variable and x the observed variable 
(in this case In life at which a unit fails). Prom this 
the following relations for the order statistics x. and y. 
J J 
are apparent; 
Xj = |a + Byj, j = n-k+1, n-k+2 . . n (19) 
^n-k+1 ~ ^n-k+2 - • • • -
^n-k+1 - ^n-k+2 - ' ' ' - ^n 
E(Xj) = u + BE(yj) (20) 
where E stands for mathematical expectation. Prom Equations 
17 and 19, 
k 
E(T) = = tp = + Byp (2l) 
This is required to be an identity for all values of the 
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parameters (i and B. Equating their coefficients gives the 
two conditions on the weights w^: 
X "j = "3 = yp (22) 
j — j -
The values of ^(y^-k+j^ may be obtained as indicated in 
(21, p. 295). 
For the minimum variance condition on the.estimates 
we have from Equation l8 and the properties of variances 
and covariances of linear estimators: 
Yax{1) = Z Wj o® + 
: k 
0=1 1=1 
For each fixed value of k < n there are k linear equations 
which, with the two in Equation 22 form a simultaneous 
system of (k+2) equations in (k+2) unknowns w^, Wg, . . ., 
Wj^, X, 0, where Wj are the weights being sought and X and Q 
are Lagrange multipliers.^ Solution of this system of 
equations are all expressible linearly in the form 
Wj = aj + bjYp (24) 
^Por a more complete proof refer to Reference 20 . 
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If Equation 24 is multiplied "by x and summed from 1 
to k the result is 
k k k 
S w.x. = Z a.x. + Yp Z b.x. j=l J J j=l J J j=l ^ J 
k 
Since T = s w.x, and E ( T) = m + By„ it follows that 
j=l J J 
A k A k -
H = S a.x., B = S b.x. 
j=l ^ j=l J J 
and the estimates of the parameters ^ and B are arrived at. 
Now since ^ = Ina and B = I/o, the parameters of the 
Weibull distribution, a and c, are easily found. 
Lieblein calculated weights aj_ and b^ for a sample 
size of up to 6 only. These weights were calculated during 
a period when high speed electronic computing was just 
becoming feasible. The state of the art was such that 
calculating weights for a sample size greater than 6 was a 
considerable task and good efficiencies were obtained with 
this sample size; therefore the calculations were limited 
to a sample size of 6 (20, p. 55, p. 85). The increased 
sophistication of high speed electronic computing machines 
makes it more- feasible to compute weights for a sample 
size greater than 6, Mann (22) has computed the weights 
for censored and uncensored samples of up to size 25. The 
Mann weights provide best linear invariant (BLI) estimates 
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of the Weibull parameters. The BLI estimators are simple 
linear functions of the BLU estimators. The properties 
of the BLI estimators are discussed in (22) and include 
smaller expected loss than the BLU estimators. 
The BLU weights were used in the research reported 
in (13), but an increase in accuracy was deemed possible 
by using the BLI weights. Therefore the BLI weights were 
used in the estimation procedures for this research. 
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THE IOWA TYPE CURVES 
The Iowa type curves are a family of curves which 
were developed empirically and conform to modified Pearson 
type frequency functions. 
Research by Winfrey and Kurtz on the development of 
empirical curves was begun about 1921. In 1930 Kurtz 
published (l8) his findings which combined 52 curves into 
7 types. These 7 types were forerunners of the 13 types 
which were derived from a grouping of 65 curves and 
published in 1931 as Bulletin 103 (33) by Winfrey and Kurtz. 
In 1935 Winfrey (32) published further findings which 
expanded the 13 types to i8 types. The 18 types were 
derived from 176 curves which Included the 65 curves from 
earlier research. In 1957 Couch (3 ) classified 4 more 
types from 24 curves. Thus 22 Iowa type curves now exist. 
In using the Iowa type curves, the analyst has found 
it desirable to have some curves Intermediate between the 
various Iowa type curves. Therefore In recent practice 
some of the Iowa type curves have been simply averaged 
together to form an Intermediate curve. This has brought 
to 30 the number of curves which might be called the Iowa 
system. 
The preceding has been an attempt to provide a brief 
historical sketch of the development of the Iowa type 
4o 
curves. Following is a description of the mathematical 
development of the Iowa type curve system. 
Data was drawn from various industrial sources, 
analyzed by the individual unit method or retirement rate 
method as described in (23, Ch. 7)f and the original life 
table was then represented as shown in Figure 2. 
Winfrey and Kurtz ( 3 3 ,  p. 26) say: 
Since the average life and maximum life vary 
over a wide range of years,.it is not feasible to 
compare these 65 mortality curves oh a yearly age 
basis, but if the average life is set equal to 100 
percent, and the age then referred to in terms of the 
percent of average life, there results a means of 
comparison. This scheme is easy to apply when the 
curves are drawn so that the percent surviving is 
represented by the abscissa in terms of the average 
life, as illustrated in figure 11, which is the 
electric pole mortality curve (26-2) previously used 
as an example. The curves when drawn on this basis 
can be superimposed and compared, as the average life 
will always come at an age of 100 percent. 
All of the 65 curves were redrawn on the 
percent of average life basis and compared. At the 
outset it was evident that a good classification of 
the curves into groups was possible. Grouping was 
tried on the basis of class of physical property, 
maximum life, inspection, and the slope of the central 
portion of the curve. 
Figure 11 referred to in the above quote is reproduced 
here as Figure 3. 
The original life tables after being gathered into 
like groups on a percentage of average service life basis 
still did not fall exactly on one another. Therefore the 
procedure was to simply average the various curves in a 
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Figure 3. The original survivor curve of Figure 2 
smoothed and expressed in percent of average 
life (33, p. 26). 
not fully satisfactory either; therefore the original 
life table was converted to a frequency curve on a per­
centage of average service life basis (33,.p. 27). Follow­
ing this grouping the frequency curves in each group were 
averaged and the resulting mortality curves drawn. 
The curves of this system, which has acquired the name 
Iowa type curves, are represented by a letter and a number. 
The possible letters are 0, L, S, and R and they respec­
tively refer to the position of the modal frequency being 
at the origin, to the left of average life, symmetrical 
around average life, and to the right of average life. 
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The numbers associated with the type curves range from 0 
to 6 and Indicate the relative height of the mode with a 
large number Indicating a high mode. These numbers are 
not on an absolute scale and are relative within a modal 
position classification only. The basic 22 Iowa type 
curves as they exist today are as follows: 
Oi Lq  ^0 ^1 
°2 ^1 ^1 ^2 
O3 ^2 ^2 ^3 




It is re-emphasized that the 0 type curves were not 
classified in the original research and the number of 
h, S, and R types classified has Increased throughout the 
years. In practice some of the curves have been averaged 
to form a total of 30 type curves. The curves which were 
averaged and the resulting designation are listed below: 
Parent Curves Resulting 
^0 " ^ 1 
Li - Lg 
Oi - So 








CM Rj ^2i 
The standard Iowa type curve designations refer to a 
curve based on 100^ of average life. In practice the curve 
will include an average life designation, e.g. 8^ - 12.5, 
where 12.5 is the average life. 
In order to describe the type curves a mathematical 
expression for each was desired. In early fittings (33 ) 
the type curves were described by one of the twelve Pearson-
Ian frequency•types shown in Elderton (7). In latter 
fittings (32) other expressions such as the Gram-Charlier, 
and Gompertz-Makeham were tried but the Pearsonian system 
was found to be in general better. The equations for 
the symmetrical curves are of the Pearsonian type II 
2 m 
y = yo —g) 
a 
where y^, a, and m are constants, x in the equations 
equals age (in units equal to 10 percent of average life) 
measured from the average life ordinate. The equations for 
the left and right modal curves are much more complicated 
expressions because they are formed by compositing 
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Figure 4. Example of combined frequency curves used to 
represent left and right modal curves (33, 
p. 121). 
This compositi-ng yields curves of the form; 
Ml Mg m^ 
y = ^0(1 + (1 - %;) +ye(i + (1 -
where y^, A^, Mg, Ag, y^, a^, a^, m^ and m^ are con­
stants. The 0-type curves have the general form: 
y = y^El + (fx + g)^]^ + L 
where y^, f, g, k,'h, and L are constants. The 0^ curve 
is simply a straight line survivor curve and has the fre­
quency function: 
y = 5 
For the L, S, and R type curves' the constants and ranges 
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application are given in (23, p. 4l0-4l2). The constants 
and ranges of application for the 0 type curves are given in 
(31, p. 177-178). 
Fitting Process 
The Iowa curves, like the h-curves, are a family of 
curves based on the average service life. That is, their 
functional form is expressed in terms of the independent 
variable x which is a percentage or ratio of age to 
average service life. But average service life is deter­
mined from the complete original life table and if we have 
a complete life table the need for type curves (other 
than for smoothing) decreases greatly. That is, the main 
raison de etre of life curves is for extending stubbed 
curves and if the table is incomplete the average service 
life is unknown. What this implies is that the Iowa type 
curves are meant to be fitted graphically in a trial and 
error process where the trials include both the type of 
curve and the average life. 
The Iowa curves are not fit mathematically using such 
methods as least squares, maximum likelihood, or moments 
because the mathematical expressions for these curves are 
too complicated. Moreover, no single mathematical form 
describes all of the Iowa type curves; therefore some sort 
of trial and error would still have to be resorted to if an 
attempt were made to fit mathematically. 
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As mentioned previously the process of life esti­
mation involves the use of judgment. Proponents of the 
Iowa system of life analysis point out that judgment can 
"be and usually is exercised during the fitting of the 
Iowa curves to the original life table. Since the Iowa 
curves use a graphical fitting process judgment can be 
exercised while fitting by including or ignoring deviant 
observations and/or trends in the observations. However, 
the penalty one pays for this opportunity to exercise 
judgment is a relatively laborious fitting process where 
the original life table needs to be fitted by an overlay 
of numerous combinations of type curves and average 
service lives in trying to determine the best match. 
As a general rule, in fitting the Iowa type curves the 
person doing the matching tries to minimize the algebraic 
sum of the differences between the data points and the 
fitted curve for a given shape of curve. This is approxi­
mately true for either vertical or horizontal differences. 
That is, in fitting by eye one tends to make the areas 
above and below the fitted curve equal. This fact will 
be utilized later as explained in the procedures. Of 
course, if one is fitting by the use of the Iowa curves he 
has a choice of a variety of shapes. In choosing between 
shapes the analyst would tend to visually reduce the sum 
of the absolute deviations. This fact will also be 
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utilized in the development of a machine fitting process 
as described in the procedures. 
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THE h-CURVE SYSTEM 
I 
The so-called h-curve system of survivor curves 
Is a family of curves based on the truncated normal distri­
bution. I Use of the truncated,normal distribution for the 
formulation of life tables was proposed by Gumbel (11 ) in 
1933 and by Kimball (15) in 1947. Since Kimball worked 
actively in the field of life analysis by virtue of his 
employment with the New York Public Service Commission, 
and he called his system of life tables "h-types" (due 
to the single parameter h), the term h-curves has been 
readily adopted by those working In the field of life 
analysis. 
Development of the h-Curve Family 
Let cp(t) denote the standard normal frequency function 
2 
V(t) = e"^ < t < « 
and let 
CO 
2S(t) = J cp(s)ds 
t 
Since cp(t) has limits * to -«> let us select an arbitrary 
starting point on the scale » to -» for the point at which 
the hypothetical property will be new or have an age of 





Figure 5. The standard normal pdf showing various trunca­
tion points. 
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shows arbitrary values of h. 
Since we want a general expression in terms of 
average service life we need to find the t for the 










If the vertical axis Is moved from the mode to the point 
of truncation, a distance of -h, then the mean of the 
resulting distribution is 
It is desired to express time as a proportion of the 
mean, w. If we let p = proportion of w, then in terms of 
the distribution with the origin at -h, 
t+h 
,  p =  —  
or 
t = wp - h 
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Then the survivorship function S(P) expressed in terms of 
unity average life is 
S2(p) = Pr[p > P] = E (-wP'-h)/ffi{-h) 0 < P < » 
This survivorship function with unit average service life 
becomes a survivorship function with average service life 
L if P is replaced by x/L where x is age. Thus 
Sgfx) = a(w g - h)/a(-h) 0 < X < CO (25) 
Equation 25 is seen as a two parameter distribution which 
will give a particular curve of the family by specifying 
1 
the parameters h and L and then calculating the life table 
from the cumulative normal probability function ffi. The 
h-curve family is tabulated in terms of unity average life 
and in this case is considered a one parameter family of 
curves. 
Figures 6 and 7 are reproduced directly from 
Kimball (15 ). Figure 6 shows the retirement frequencies 
for values of h from 5 to and Figure 7 shows a 
representative number of survivor curves. 
It can be seen that large values of h cause the slope 
of ;^(P) to be large and, of course, negative. This is 
equivalent to saying that the variance of the frequency 
function (pdf) is small. Changing the value of h not only 
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shape of the pdf. That is, reducing h increases the variance 
and also causes the pdf to be skewed to the left. It is 
not possible to have a right modal pdf in the h-system of 
survivor curves. 
The h-curve system conceptually could have an infinite 
number of curves, however in practical application the 
number is limited to roughly those shown in Figure 6. 
Data may be fit best by some intermediate value of h 
however. In order to give the h-curve system its best 
chance of providing good fits a total of seventeen curves 
were generated and fit to the data. The curves used had 
the following values of h: 
7 . 0  4 . 5  3 . 0  2 . 0  1 . 3  0 . 0  
6 . 0  4 , 0  2 . 5  1 . 7  1 . 0  - 1 . 0  
5 . 0  3 . 5  2 , 2  1 . 5  0 . 5  
While it may be argued that some value of h between the 
above seventeen would give a better fit, it was not felt 
that increasing the number would significantly increase 
the quality of fit. 
In summary, it is seen that the h-curves are a single 
1 
parameter family of curves where the parameter affects both 
the Scale and shape of the curves. As explained by Kimball, 
truncating the normal curve has the effect of accounting 
for chance retirements. The smaller the value of h is 
the greater will be the influence of chance retirements. 
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As h approaches -œ the survivor curve approaches the 
exponential, indicating all chance retirements. 
Pitting Process 
The h-curves are a discrete family of curves just as 
the Iowa type curves are. As such they call for a graphical 
fitting process just as the Iowa curves do. A description 
of this type of fitting is discussed on page 46 of this 
dissertation. Because graphical fitting is laborious, the 
process was simulated by a computer as described in the 
procedures. 
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THE GOMPERTZ-MAKEHAM DISTRIBUTION 
In deriving annuity tables actuaries must have at 
their disposal some description of the behavior of human 
lives, i.e., a distribution of the lives of humans. 
Benjamin Gompertz in 1825 contributed a paper to the Royal • 
Society which marked an epoch in the history of the 
actuarial science. After studying many life tables 
Gompertz hypothesized that the probability of dying in 
successive equal infinitely small intervals of time 
increases in geometrical progression. Simply stated it 
is the assumption that the instantaneous rate of mortality, 
more commonly called the force of mortality, increases 
in geometrical progression. 
If Ix equals amount of property surviving at age x 
dl 
then the force of mortality = - = u^ by definition. 
With the assumption made by Gompertz that there is a 
geometrical increase in u^ we may write -• . -
"x = 
where B and c are constants determined by the mortality 
table in question. 
Therefore, 
dC In 1 ] 
"x " " ~d5c 
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d[ln 1%]= - Bo^dx 
In = -Bjc^dx 
^x = + C] 
where C = constant of integration. If we introduce 
BC = In k then 
Bc^ 
1" 1% = - TZS + 1" k 
I 
B Introducing also - = In g. Then 




ly. = kg° (26 ) 
where k, g, and c are constants to be determined from the 
life table. Gompertz made the following statement about 
the so called Gompertz law of human mortality expressed in 
Equation 26. 
This equation between the number living and the 
age becomes deserving of attention not in consequence 
of its hypothetical deduction, which in fact is 
congruous with many natural effects, as for instance 
the exhaustion of the receiver of an air pump by 
strokes repeated at equal intervals of time, but it 
is deserving of attention because it appears 
corroborated during a long portion of life by 
experience; as I derived the same equation from 
various published tables of mortality during a long 
period of man's life, which experience therefore 
proves that the hypothesis approximates the law of 
mortality during the same portions of life; and in 
fact the hypothesis Itself was derived from an 
analysis of the experience here alluded to (l6, p.72).. 
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The portions of life mentioned in the above quote 
I I 
refer to the restriction placed by Gompertz that the ' 
equation is applicable only from ages 10 or 15 to ages 
55 or 60. In January of i860 William Makeham authored an 
article in the Journal of the Institute of Actuaries which 
makes a modification to Gompertz's law by assuming that 
the law of mortality has a provision for chance retirements 
as well as the geometrical progression. This assumption 
produces the following expression; 
u^ = A + Be* 
where A, of course, represents the constant force of 
chance retirements. If the development of u^ = A + Bc% 
proceeds in a like manner as the development of the Gompertz 
expression we arrive at what Is referred to by actuaries 
as Makeham's formula (l6, p. 73), but is commonly called 
the Gompertz-Makeham formula or distribution by those in 
the life analysis field. This expression Is as follows: 
1^ = k8*g° (27) 
-A 
where g, c, and k are as before and s = e . Makeham found 
that this expression closely fit mortality tables from 
about age 20 to the utmost limits of life. 
If we take the natural log of Equation 27 we have: 
In 1^ = In k + X In s + c^ln g. 
The method that Makeham used to find the constants k, s. 
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c, and g was to take 4 equidistant values of 1^ at x, 
x+t, x+2t, and x+3t and solve the simultaneous equation 
In 1^ = In k + X In s + c^ln g 
In = In k + (x+t)ln s + c*^^ln g 
In l^+2t = In k + (x+2t)ln s + c^'^^^ln g 
In l^^g^ = In k + (x+3t)ln s + c^"^^^ln g . 
by the method of differencing as explained in (l6, p. 75). 
King and Hardy proposed using all of the values of In x 
from X to x+4t-l inclusive instead of only the four equi­
distant values (16, p. 79). Obviously, the amount of infor­
mation contained in this method is more than that used by 
Makeham. 
It is difficult to determine just how the Gompertz-
Makeham expression came to be used by those working with 
life analysis of industrial property. It is reasonable to 
assume, however, that industrial property follows a "law 
of mortality", in the general sense, which can be described 
by the Gompertz-Makeham force of mortality u^ = A + Be*, 
and the early users of the Gompertz-Makeham expression 
probably made that reasonable assumption also. 
The Gompertz-Makeham formulation appears to be quite 
amenable to the needs of the life insurance actuary 
because this expression fits the mortality data well during 
the period of years for which insurance annuity 
6l 
calculations would be required, i.e., about age 15 to 
the end of life. However, when the Industrial statistician 
attempts to use the Gompertz-Makeham expression he runs 
headlong into a very important distinction between the 
actuarial science and industrial life analysis. In neither 
case does the Gompertz-Makeham expression fit the early 
years of life well (for different reasons) . This 
does not affect the life insurance calculations much for 
reasons previously stated; however in industrial life 
analysis the beginning portion of life is very important. 
This is due to the fact that the main purpose of 
fitting expressions to mortality data is to develop 
an expression which can be used to accurately 
extend stubbed curves. Since the stub that is being 
extended occurs in the first part of life we would like an 
expression that fits the first part of the life cycle as 
well as the latter parts. For instance, a not uncommon 
fit of mortality data by the Gompertz-Makeham expression 
is shown in Figure 8. The solid curve in this figure 
exemplifies what Makeham paid about the fitting of this 
expression, i.e., closeness of fit to the points during 
the latter years of life are very good while the fit from 
years 0 ;fco 5 cannot be considered too good. The fit of 
' I 
this solid curve also brings up the practical matter that 
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Fig. 42.—Curve 22-3 graduated by the Gomportz-Makcham 
formula. The t' Is from the American Telephone and Telegraph 
Company expressions, in this case (' = 8, meaning that only the 
first eight (ages % to 7% ) observations were used. In the 
other method ( t = 6 ) 24 observations were used. 
Figure 8. Example Gompertz-Makeham graduations (32, p. 136). 
therefore this particular fit does not describe reality 
for the early ages. 
This problem can be handled nicely by adjusting the 
radix parameter as will be shown later. This adjustment 
of the radix allows for a better fit in the early years 
of life since it forces the curve through 100^ surviving; 
however, what effect this adjustment has on the accuracy 
of the remainder of the fitted curve is difficult to say. 
This research attempts to answer this question within the 
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framework of the objectives as stated previously. The 
dashed curve shown in Figure 8 is a good illustration of 
what might happen if the radix is adjusted so that the 
curve passes through 100^ surviving at age zero. That is, 
the first few ages are fit: nicely but the fit at the latter 
ages is quite poor. This is not to say that the Gompertz-
Makeham expression will give this sort of fit whenever 
the radix is adjusted so that the curve passes through 
100^ at age zero, but sometimes adjustment of the radix will 
cause poor fits at the latter ages. 
Fitting Process 
Given Equation 27 
x 0% 1% = k 8 g (27) 
if x = 0 and we say for practical reasons that 1^ should 
equal 100^ then 
1q = kg = 100, the radix. 
Then Equation 27 becomes 
1% = ^ (28) 
Equation 28 now has 3 parameters instead of 4, therefore 
if the differencing method of fitting used by Makeham and 
revised by King and Hardy were used only three starting 
equations would be needed. In the recent practice of life 
analysis the differencing approach to fitting is not used. 
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Instead a method of fitting developed by the engineers from 
American Telephone and Telegraph Company is commonly used. 
This method is illustrated in (lb) and -is shown here in brief. 
If we take logarithms of Equation 28 we have 
log 1^ = log 1q + X log s + (c^-l) log g 
If we let 
log Ig = Lq 
log 8=8 
log g = G 
then = Lq + xS + (c^-l)G. 
In the above equation there are three parameters 
c, G, and S, and we could use a differencing method to 
solve for the parameters. Depreciation Engineering 
Practices (lb. Chapter 2 ,  p. 9) makes the following 
comments about this method. 
Good graduations could quite often be obtained by 
this method. However, considerable investigation of 
this, and of many other seemingly logical combinations 
led finally to the adoption of the following pair 
of conditions: 1. The sum of the logarithms of 
the points on the graduated curve must equal the 
corresponding sum on the observed curve. 2. The 
sum of the "moments" of the logarithms of the points 
on the graduated curve must equal the corresponding 
function of the observed curve. The moment selected 
for this purpose is the product of the logarithm and 
a function (x-f) of its distance from the origin. 
For example the moments of Lj^, are respec-
2 -'•2 ^2 
tively 0, 1, 2, .... The mathematical equivalent 
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of the two conditions is as follows; 
\  = IW 
and 
t t 
s (x-1) J. = Z (x-l)L 1 
1 X 2 1 ^2 
In the above formulation t is the number of items in the 
observed life table which are to be graduated not counting 
1q and the superscript (°) Is used to denote observed 
values as distinguished from graduated values. The relation 
between observed and graduated is then 
t . t t 
% L i = tLQ+ S S (x—g-) + G(z c 2_t) 
1 x-2 u 1 1 
and 
S(x-1)°L X = E(x-1)Lo + 8 %; (x-i)(x-l) 
, X 2 -1 1 
t t 
+G[z(x-l)c "2 - zCx-l)] 
After the series in the above two equations are simplified 
the equations become: 
^ - t2 
1 
and 
E Vi= - t) 
p-1) %.i + s 
^.t+i _t44 4 .2 . 
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Since t is known the above are two simultaneous equations 
In three unknowns, but in order to solve the equations there 
must not be more than two unknowns. The scheme used to 
solve these equations is to make a trial estimate of a value 
of c (which will usually be about 1.0 - 2.0) and then solve 
the two simultaneous equations in two unknowns S and G. 
This procedure is repeated in a logical manner so as to 
converge on the "best" value of c, G, and S. "Best" is 
measured by the minimum sum of squared deviations between 




As mentioned previously^ there is a divergence of 
opinion as to whether survivor curves should be fit 
directly,to the original life,table or whether the 
original retirement ratios should be fit by a mathematical 
expression and the smoothed survivor curve generated from 
the smoothed retirement ratios. In this section the 
existing concepts concerning the fitting of a polynomial 
expression to retirement ratios will be summarily 
discussed. 
If we select a polynomial expression which is linear 
in the coefficients to represent the retirement ratio u^ 
then we have 
u„ = a + bx + cx^ + dx^ + ... = 6 (x) 
J-
Then since the Instantaneous rate of mortality^=|a^=-dl^/l^dx 
or 
d In 1^= -0^ (x)dx 
Taking the integral we have 
In 1% = - f Ô3_(x)dx 
^Supra, p. 20. 
2 
Supra. P. 57 . 
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- J ô  ( x ) d x  
Ix = s 
If we were interested in the approach of fitting survivor 
curves we would fit the above "survivorship" function to 
the original life table. This is the approach that Krane 
(17) developed. We are interested in fitting the retire­
ment ratios, however; therefore we would like to fit the 
function ô](x) to the original retirement ratios. This is 
commonly done by using the method of least squares and 
orthogonal polynomials. The orthogonal polynomials are 
generally used because of the ease of changing from one 
degree to the next during the fitting process. 
Lamp (19 ) has recently completed a dissertation which, 
amongst other things, sets down the commonly made assump­
tions regarding the fitting of retirement ratios using a 
polynomial and least squares. He then examines these 
assumptions in depth and proceeds to develop two methods 
of weighting the retirement ratios based upon his findings. 
Lamp (19, p. 8) sets out one of the basic assumptions and 
then comments on it. 
p 
~  •  4 .  Deviations have the same variance ( a  , not usually 
known exactly) whatever be the value of x^(age). 
The fourth assumption, above, is often called the 
assumption of homoscedasticlty. If the assumption 
of homoscedasticlty is invalid and if the variances 
are not known quantities, the least squares estimators 
of the polynomial coefficients can be shown to be 
unbiased only under certain conditions; very little 
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can be said about the variance properties of these 
estimators .... 
Lamp then proceeds to show that the assumption of homo-
scedasclty Is probably not valid. That Is, there is 
strong evidence to indicate that the variance of the 
retirement ratios increases with age, and thus the fitting 
of retirement ratios should use a weighting scheme based 
on a measure of the variance. 
Until Lamp's investigation the two commonly used 
methods of fitting retirement ratios were A) using 
unweighted least squares and B) using weighted least 
squares where the observations are weighted by the balances, 
the balances being the denominators of the retirement 
ratios. Procedure B is by far the most commonly used. 
The results of Lamp's investigation indicated that 
better results should be obtained if either of two proce­
dures (called procedures C and D) are used. Procedure C 
Involves fitting the polynomial expression by weighting 
the observations with weights w. = S./r.(l-r.) where S. 
o j j j j 
is the amount surviving at age j and r^ is the retirement 
ratio at age j. Procedure D involves calculating a 
I I 
retirement ratio r^^ = S where i represents 
2 2 
vintages and k the age interval, and w^j^ = where a 
2 is variance. The variance, is calculated based on 
the observation that the retirement ratios, r^^, are 
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approximately normally distributed. The weight used to 
weigh the above r^j^ in fitting the polynomial is calculated 
I 2 
as w^j^ = S l/o^^ where i and k are as before. The four 
procedures A, B, C, and D, are covered in extensive detail 
in (19, p. 100-103). 
Besides concluding that the retirement ratios from a 
vintage group are approximately normally distributed at 
each age interval Lamp concluded that the assumption of 
homoscedasticity of variances is invalid (19, p. 131). A 
condition of non-homoscedasticity would imply that 
estimators based on procedure A would have poor variance 
properties. The estimators of the retirement ratios have 
some very desirable properties if the retirement ratios are 
normally distributed. Lamp (19, p. IIO) summarized the 
properties of. the estimators based on the various proce­
dures as follows: 
1. Procedures A, B, and C utilize best linear un­
biased estimators of the composite retirement 
ratios if the conditional variances are 
assumed to be the actual variances of the r^^. 
2. Procedure D utilizes best linear unbiased esti­
mators of the composite retirement ratios if the 
are assumed to be the actual variances of the 
^ik" 
3 .  Procedure A utilizes unbiased estimators of the 
polynomial coefficients; these estimators are not 
of the same form as the appropriate least-squares 
estimators and probably have relatively poor 
variance properties. 
4. Procedure B utilizes unbiased estimators of the 
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polynomial coefficients if the conditional 
variance assumption is made; these estimators are 
not of the same form as the least-squares 
estimators, but should have somewhat better 
variance properties than the procedure A 
estimators. 
5. The estimators of the polynomial coefficients 
utilized In procedure C are not necessarily 
unbiased but should have somewhat better 
variance properties than the procedure A and 
procedure B estimators; these estimators are of 
the same form as the least-squares estimators. 
6. Procedure D utilizes best linear unbiased 
estimators of the polynomial coefficients if the 
•îv2 ' 
^Ik assumed to be the actual variances of the; 
^ik' these estimators are of the same form as the 
least-squares estimators. 
7. If the r^j^ are assumed to be distributed 
and if is assumed to be the actual 
variance, then the estimators of the polynomial 
coefficients utilized in procedure D are unbiased 
and have minimum variance amongst all unbiased 
estimators. 
It is interesting to note that condition 1 is the 
condition under which the annual rate method yields . 
the composite retirement ratios for each age interval. 
The development supporting this condition is covered 
in (19, p. 104). This discussion would seem to indicate 
that of the four procedures procedure D should 
provide the best fit of the retirement ratios and 
consequently of the survivor curve. 
As pointed out in the objectives section this research 
is concerned with a comparison between various 
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actuarial methods, one of which is the fitting of retire­
ment ratios by a polynomial expression. But this involves 
not one method but four, since we now have four different 
possible methods of weighting the retirement ratios. 
It was desired to select the best method of weighting the 
retirement ratios so that this particular actuarial method 
would have the best chance in competing against the other 
actuarial methods. This selection was accomplished 
empirically and will be explained in the procedures. 
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PROCEDURES 
This research is basically of an applied nature. 
Because of this an effort was made to conduct the research 
so that the results would be useful to the depreciation 
engineer. 
This study has as its-objective the measurement of 
the relative goodness of fit of a life table by the five 
actuarial methods of life analysis. The general procedure 
under which these relative fits were compared was to fit 
both simulated and actual data. The rationale behind 
fitting simulated data is based on the observation that 
when fitting an expression to sample data one is trying to 
estimate the population from which the sample came. 
Therefore if a known population is set up and retirement 
experience is simulated from this population then the 
goodness of fit of the expression can be measured by 
comparing directly with the parent population. Another 
advantage of simulating the retirement experience is that 
the degree of "smoothness" of the simulated life table 
can be controlled. This allows a more comprehensive 
analysis of the various methods of fitting. 
Although the objectives of this study could be 
attained by fitting simulated data only it is always of 
some interest to see if the conclusions based upon the 
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simulated data hold true for actual mortality data which 
can be considerably more erratic and variable than the 
simulated data. Therefore, comparisons were made based 
on both simulated and actual data. 
This investigation is of large enough scope such that 
fitting the four distributions and four methods of weighting 
the polynomial method by hand calculation or graphical 
methods would be practically impossible. Therefore, pro­
grams were written so that all of the fitting procedures 
could be carried out with the use of an electronic 
digital computer. Even the heretofore graphical fitting 
processes were accomplished on the computer as will be 
explained later. 
Determination of Best Weighting Method 
The first task to be accomplished in conducting 
this research was to determine the best weighting 
scheme for the polynomial actuarial method. 
After the best weighting scheme was found it was used in 
the comparison with the other four actuarial methods. 
Since the Iowa curves are widely used It was assumed 
that they would provide a representative cross-section of 
mortality experience as populations from which to sample 
for the purpose of testing the various methods of weighting. 
Sixteen Iowa curves were selected so as to Include all of 
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the modal positions, high and low modal heights, and long 
and short average lives. The sixteen curves used as 
populations are listed in Appendix A. 
Lamp (19) had written a program for his work that 
; I 
simulated retirements from a vintage group, and this 
program was used to simulate retirements for this study. 
Samples were drawn from each of the selected populations in 
order to provide a vintage record of mortality experience. 
The sample size was selected with the criterion in mind of 
having as small a sample size as possible and still provide 
a relatively smooth simulated life table. It was expected 
that this criterion would (l) reduce computer time, (2) 
simulate closely the shape of the population, and (3) 
provide for some sampling error or variability in the 
retirement ratios so that the simulated life table has some 
semblance to actual property data. There is admittedly 
a subjective factor in selecting sample sizes that will 
satisfy the above conditions. Each simulated record of 
mortality experience was analyzed by the retirement rate 
method to provide a complete life table. Representative 
life tables are shown in Appendix A. 
Each of the 16 simulated life tables was fitted by 
the four different methods of weighting discussed pre­
viously.^ It should be emphasized at this point that the 
^Supra, p. 69. 
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best method of weighting polynomials was found by fitting 
simulated data only. Actual data was fitted only when 
comparing the five actuarial methods. A number of 
decisions were made regarding details of how the poly­
nomial would be fitted to the retirement ratios. These 
decisions apply in using the polynomial method whether 
comparing methods of weighting or comparing the polynomial 
method of fitting with the other four actuarial methods 
under investigation. 
Experience has shown that a polynomial of greater 
than 3rd degree fitted to mortality data is rarely war­
ranted (24, p. 248). In practice a certain amount of judgment 
is used in selecting the best degree. Although this may be 
desirable in practice It was considered too subjective for 
a study of this nature. Therefore the best degree of the 
polynomial was selected by computing the ratio of the mean 
square for the last degree fitted to the residual mean 
square and comparing this with F value from the F 
distribution with the proper degrees of freedom. When 
this ratio became non-significant one more degree was 
calculated to check for a local optimum and if this was 
non-significant the best degree was taken as the last 
significant fit. This procedure, using orthogonal poly­
nomials, is explained in ^0, p. 530). 
Another question that arose was what to do with the 
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retirement ratio for the first § year interval. The 
«s* 
polynomial method of fitting assumes equal intervals of 
time for the independent variable age, therefore the ratio 
for the first year cannot be used directly. Some 
recommend that this ratio be disregarded completely 
(24, p. 248); however, it was felt that this was needlessly 
discarding information. Therefore the first retirement 
ratio was doubled, used in the fitting process as the 
first observation, and then the smoothed retirement ratio 
for that interval was halved in order to generate the 
smoothed survivor curve. 
Sometimes in practice retirement ratios that are not 
even close to the trend of the others are discarded. ^ 
Again it was felt that this was too subjective for purposes 
of this study and all observations were used regardless 
of their value. 
In the weighting scheme of procedure C the weight 
^i ~ S^/r^(l-r^) will become infinite if the retirement 
rate is 0.0 or 1.0. This obviously cannot be accepted, 
therefore some method of handling this problem had to be 
devised. The retirement, frequency function is defined 
from age zero to the utmost limit of life, but if there 
are no retirements for the early ages the frequency 
function, in a practical sense, can be considered to start 
with the first retirements. If this convention is accepted 
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one can disregard the zero retirement ratios from age zero 
to the first retirement, and fit the ratios from that 
point on. While this scheme discards some Information, it 
appears reasonable under the circumstances and avoids the 
unrealistic situation of giving infinite weight to these 
beginning ratios. 
After retirements have started zero retirement ratios 
can still occur. If the patios were less than 1.0 x 10"^ 
they were considered zero for weighting purposes. The weights 
for these zero retirement ratios were taken as the average of 
the three previous non-zero weights. This was done because 
the zero ratios are sample experience and as such they should 
be given weight approximating the weight of nearby ratios. 
The last retirement ratio from simulated data will always 
equal 1.0. This ratio will give infinite.weight as will 
the zero ratios and was handled in the same manner. 
Procedure D has a very similar infinite weighting 
. problem. Procedure D uses a smoothed survivor curve 
(smoothed by procedures 'A, B, or C) to obtain the proba­
bility of retirement during an interval (P^) and the 
probability of retirement after the interval (Pg). This 
smoothed curve will at times yield zero values for P^. 
If P^ is zero the variance of the retirement ratio for that 
interval is zero. Since procedure D weights by the 
reciprocal of the variance this weight will be infinite. 
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Since this condition will generally occur at the first 
part of life the same reasoning was applied as in procedure 
C and the simulated ratios for these intervals were given 
zero weight. In other words they were not fitted. 
Lamp (19) suggested that since procedures C and D 
"' should give better fits than A or B, the fit by procedure 
C should be used for the initial values of and Pg in 
procedure D. The fitting results will be discussed later, 
however let it suffice at this point to say that the 
results of procedure B were found to be better than those 
of C. Therefore, the initial values of P^ and Pg were 
obtained from the fit by procedure B. This was done so 
that procedure D could have the best starting estimates 
possible. 
Measures of goodness of fit 
The question of how to measure goodness or closeness 
of fit is not easy to resolve. Measures that readily come 
to mind are (l) average of the squared deviations between 
the smooth survivor curve and the population, (2) average 
of the absolute deviations between the smooth survivor 
curve and the population, and (3) the maximum deviation 
between the smooth survivor curve and the population. 
All deviations referred to are the vertical deviations. 
Since all fitting calculations were done by a computer 
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and it is about as easy to calculate three measures as one, 
no attempt was made to choose the optimum measure, but all 
were calculated. 
The results of using the different methods of weighting 
will be discussed more fully in the Results section, but 
let it suffice here to say that the procedure of weighting 
by balances (Procedure B) was selected to compete with 
the other four actuarial methods. 
Comparison of the Five Methods on Simulated Data 
When comparing the five methods of life analysis two 
approaches were taken. One approach involved fitting 
simulated data from known populations such as was done in 
finding the best weighting method. The other approach 
involved fitting actual data as gathered from a number of 
gas, electric, and telephone utilities. Each of these 
approaches will be discussed in turn. 
The first thing to be done in fitting simulated data 
was to select appropriate populations to sample from. The 
same populations that were used for the weighting experi­
mentation could not be used because they might show a 
bias toward the Iowa curve method of fitting. This fact 
suggested that curves which are generally thought to 
represent mortality experience and yet not be biased 
toward any particular fitting method would be a mixture 
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of curves from the Iowa, Welbull, Gompertz-Makeham, and 
' 
h-curve populations. Results using these populations might 
be particularly interesting if one method fit one of the 
other families as well or better than that particular 
distribution was fit by its own kind. With this in mind, 
four curves were chosen from each of the families, Iowa, 
Weibull, Gompertz-Makeham, and h-curve. Each set of 
four was chosen such that long and short lives were 
represented as well as a variety of shapes which were not 
considered extreme but did provide a variety of experience. 
A description of these curves is shown in Appendix B. 
Retirement experience was simulated from each 
population by using the program mentioned previously. 
Each population was simulated twice, once using a large 
sample size and once a small sample size. The size of 
the large sample was selected such as to make the resulting 
life table relatively smooth. The intent of this was to 
match very closely the shape of the parent population so 
that the fitting methods might be investigated relative 
to their ability to discern different shapes. The size 
of the small sample was subjectively chosen with the 
objective in mind of simulating commonly encountered 
irregular data. Examples of the life tables achieved by 
simulation are shown in Appendix B. 
An investigation of the relative merits of the 
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various fitting methods would always have to Include the 
ability of that method to extend censored (stubbed) data 
because this Is the primary use for fitting methods In 
the field of life analysis. Therefore, the simulated life 
tables from both the large and small samples were censored 
at about 50^ surviving. The points of censoring vary 
from 30^ to SOfo with the majority very close to 50^. The 
percent surviving varies because the truncation point was 
fixed at the age where about ^ 0% of the parent population 
was surviving. Random sampling then caused the percent 
surviving at this age to vary. The points of censoring 
for each simulated curve are shown in Appendix B. It 
can be seen that the planned procedure involves estimating 
the parent population in four different fittings for each 
method. These four fittings are: 
1. Small sample - complete curve 
2. Small sample - stubbed curve 
3. Large sample - complete curve 
4. Large sample - stubbed curve 
The measures of goodness of fit used in comparing the 
five actuarial methods were the same as used to compare the 
methods of weighting the polynomial, with one addition. 
The measure added was percentage error of estimated 
average service life from population average service life. 
Since average life is the single most important character­
istic being estimated in life analysis, a measure of 
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accuracy in estimating this characteristic was deemed 
worthwhile. Percentage error was used Instead of years 
deviation because a given deviation in terms of years would 
cause a greater error in depreciation calculations for 
property exhibiting short average lives than for property 
exhibiting long average lives. Therefore percentage 
error is considered a more appropriate measure of error. 
In fitting erratic arid/or stubbed data the polynomial 
• method will sometimes give unrealistic results. Because 
of this, polynomials of degree 1, 2, and 3 were fitted to 
the data as well as finding the best degree by use of the 
P-test criterion. If the best degree was unrealistic 
then the best of the 1st, 2nd, or 3rd degree fits was 
used. The criterion for deciding best of the 1st, 2nd, 
or 3rd degree was the fit that was reasonable and had 
minimum average deviation between the fitted curve and the 
observed life table. This criterion was selected because 
in practice the only standard available to the analyst is 
the observed life table. 
Iowa and h-curve fitting processes 
The fitting processes used to fit the five actuarial 
methods are listed on page 17. Graphical fitting of the 
Iowa curves and h-curves was not done per se, but the 
graphical fitting process was simulated by the computer. 
This was accomplished by generating the thirty Iowa curves 
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and seventeen selected h-curves at ^  percent of average 
life age intervals up to 250 percent. This small age 
interval produces an essentially continuous curve. The 
Iowa curve 30 by 500 array and the h-curve 17 by 500 array 
were then stored permanently on magnetic tape. In fitting 
either system of curves the procedures were essentially 
the same. The procedure involves selecting a particular 
curve and systematically varying the average life until 
the best fit was obtained. Best in this case means when 
the algebraic sum of the vertical deviations between 
the selected curve and the points of the life table are 
zero. This criterion was selected because it.tends to 
estimate the average life better than any other criterion 
and average life is the single most important element 
being estimated. This procedure gives the best average 
life for a given type curve but the best type curve still 
needs to be selected. 
Nichols (25 ) tried fitting the appropriate Iowa curve 
to raw data by calculating moment ratios of the raw data 
and then choosing the Iowa curve that had the closest 
moment ratios to the ones calculated. Borrowing from 
Nichols' method, the coefficient of variation 
I _ p 
S fi(x.-x)VSf. 
mi = -J — 
(s fj_x^/2f^) 
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where is frequency at age interval i and is age, 
was calculated in order to reduce the possible number of 
Iowa curves to be tried from 30 to from 1 to 9. Theoreti­
cally a given value of m^ would allow one to pick no more 
than 6 possible curves, but because data is erratic the 
routine was set up to try up to 9 different type curves so 
that no possible choices would be left out. The sum of 
the absolute vertical deviations for each combination of 
type curve and best average life were compared and the 
combination with the lowest value was selected as the best 
fit. The same scheme was used in fitting the h-curves 
except that the number of possible types to be fitted was 
not narrowed down by calculating an value. Because the 
h-curves are all of the same form and move regularly from 
a symmetrical frequency function to an exponential one as 
the value of h decreases, the curves can be fitted by 
starting with the highest,value of h and continually 
decreasing it as long as better fits are obtained. In 
this manner the best value of h is determined. 
The life table gives percent surviving at ages 
1^, 2^, etc. The Iowa and h-curve fitting programs 
convert these ages to a percentage of the trial average 
life and then find the percent surviving at the next 
lower I" percent of average life for the type curve 
being tried. The difference between this value and the 
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life table value is the vertical deviation referred to 
above. It is recognized that there is a slight error 
Introduced by going to the next lower -g- percent of average 
life for the tabulated value of percent surviving instead 
of interpolating, but this error is not considered signi­
ficant. The selection of percent surviving at intervals 
of ^  percent of average life makes the fitting process much 
more efficient and in fact the type curves were generated 
at ^  percent instead of 1 percent intervals to overcome 
most of this error. 
The Weibull parameter estimation procedures require 
Inx^ where equals age at which each unit fails. The 
Weibull estimation program reads in the observed life table 
from which the times of failure of 100 hypothetical units 
are calculated. The Mann weight^ for sample size 25 
were used, therefore the 100 times of failure (less if the 
life table is censored) were grouped randomly into four 
groups of 25 each. Then In x^ for i = 1, 2, 3 ... 25 
for each group was multiplied by the appropriate weighting 
factor a^ and b^ to arrive at 
k k 
M. = E a inx. and N. = S b. Inx. Û i=l 1 1 J i=l 1 1 
S^upra, p. 37. 
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where k = 25 or the maximum number In the group if the 
sample is censored, and j = 1, 2, 3, 4. Then commensurate 
with the recommended procedure of averaging sub groups 
(21, p. 297 ), ( 22 p. 633) 
4 




B = S N,/4. 
J=1 J 
Prom page 2$ ^ = Ina and B = 1/cj therefore percent 
surviving = 100(exp[-(L/exp From this equation 
the percent surviving at each one year interval was cal­
culated and the deviation between these values and the 
corresponding population or life table values were used to 
calculate goodness of fit. Of course, the deviations from 
the population were used for the simulated data and 
deviations from the life table for the actual data. 
The parameters of the Gompertz-Makeham distribution 
were calculated exactly as shown on pages 64 to 66. After 
the parameters were calculated the survivorship values were 
generated and deviations from the population or life table 
were found. 
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Comparison of the Five Methods on Actual Data 
This research has tried to combine theory and the 
pragmatic aspects of life analysis. Because of the 
pragmatic aspects it was deemed desirable to test the 
performance of the various.methods of fitting on actual 
data. 
The data 
A number of utility companies were contacted to see 
if they were willing and able to provide actuarial mortality 
data for this study. Eight companies responded to this 
I 
inquiry by providing all or part of their property records 
for this study. These property records were accepted and 
used precisely as the respective companies had them 
\ 
recorded. It was observed that some companies kept more 
detailed records than others. Nevertheless, all of the 
accounts were used just as the respective company would use 
them in life analysis procedures. No judgment is made as 
to the correctness of record keeping of the various sources. 
Moreover, this study in part attempted to relate to reality 
no matter what opinions might exist regarding the correct­
ness of the real situation. It cannot be emphasized 
strongly enough that this study is concerned with life 
analysis and not specifically with life forecast. 
That is, this research investigates the methods of life 
analysis and not the application of the results of life 
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analysis. Experience with a certain account may dictate 
that considerable judgment be used In accepting the 
results of the particular life analysis. 
Analysis of the data 
An observed life table for each account provided by the 
companies was generated by using the annual rate method with 
a 10 year experience band containing the most recent years. 
A ten year band was used so that the observed experience 
would be less erratic, and the most recent years were used 
so that this study could relate to the most current condition 
possible. All accounts that yielded an observed life table 
censored at 50^ surviving or less were used in the compari­
son of the five actuarial methods. This criterion produced 
117 accounts for analysis. Randomly selected life tables for 
four accounts are shown in Appendix C. 
When fitting actual data the depreciation engineer has 
no known population as a standard against which the smoothed 
curve can be compared. In this situation the only standard 
available is the original survivor curve. Therefore the 
goodness, of fit of the five actuarial methods to the actual 
data was measured by the vertical deviation between the 
original survivor curve and the fitted curve. The two 
measures used were average squared deviation and average 
absolute deviation. 
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TREATMENT AND DISCUSSION OP RESULTS 
The measures of goodness of fit are discussed on pages 
79, 83, and 90. In review, the original and smoothed 
survivor curves were all expressed in percent of original 
installation. Therefore, all deviations referred to in 
this discussion are the vertical deviations in percent. 
Only one, measure, percentage error in estimated average life, 
does not refer to vertical deviations. 
Two methods of testing were used to analyze goodness 
of fit. One method was to rank the observations and then 
test for significance. This method was used only when 
evaluating the methods of weighting polynomials. The other 
method involved using an analysis of variance model with 
the observations used directly. The analysis of variance 
approach was used only when comparing the five actuarial 
methods on simulated and actual data. Results of selecting 
the best weighting method and comparing the five actuarial 
methods will be discussed separately. 
Selection of the Best Weighting Method 
Finding the best fitting polynomial for the four methods 
of weighting by using the F-test criterion occasionally 
produces very poor fitting curves and thus large deviations 
from the simulated population. This is illustrated in the 
extreme sample shown in Figure 9, Appendix A. It seems 
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reasonable to assume that such observations would 
depart greatly from a normal distribution. Therefore, 
even though the analysis of variance test is considered 
quite robust it was not thought to be an appropriate 
testing procedure in this case. Instead the.non-parametric 
method of ranking as proposed by Friedman (9) was selected 
to compare the methods of weighting. 
If rj is the mean rank for a particular method of 
weighting, n is the number of ranks averaged or replica­
tions, and p ÏS the number of ranks, then 
• mm,I 
P 
where is approximately distributed as the usual chi-
square with p-1 degrees of freedom (9, p. 679). Under the 
null hypotheses that the mean ranks are not different one 
2 
can calculate and compare it to the tabulated values of 
with the appropriate degrees of freedom. 
The results of fitting polynomials using the four 
weighting procedures are listed in Tables i8, 19, and 20 
in Appendix D. These numerical results were ranked with 
p = 1, 2, 3, 4 where 1 indicates the smallest deviation. 
The rankings are shown in Table 21, Appendix D and the 
2 
mean ranks r^ are shown in Table 2. X^ values for Table 2 
are shown in Table 4. Values in the row titled All in 
Tables 4 and 5 were calculated using all i6 simulated 
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Table 2. Mean ranks for the four methods of weighting 
(procedures A, B, C, and D) 
Simulated Average Squared Average Absolute Maximum 
Populations Deviation Deviation Deviation 
Used in 
Analysis ABCDABCDABCD 
All 3.4 1.7 3.0 1.9 3.4 1.7 3.0 1.9 3.5 1.8 2.6 2.2 
All except* 3.7 1.9 2.7 1.7 4.0 1.8 2.8 1.8 3.8 2.1 2.1 2.0 
Table 3. Mean ranks for weighting by procedures B and D only 
Simulated Average Squared Average Absolute Maximum 
Populations Deviation Deviation Deviation 
Used in 
Analysis B D B D B D 
All 1.6 1.4 • 1.5 1.5 1.4. 1.6 
All except * 1.7 1.3 1.6 1 . 4  1.6 1.4 
2 Table 4. X values obtained from analyzing rankings shown 
in Table 2& 
Simulated Average Squared Average Absolute Maximum 
Populations Deviation Deviation Deviation 
Used in 
Analysis 
All 20.85 20.85 15.90 
All except * 14.90 19.90 13.55 
^Degrees freedom = 3. 
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2 Table 5. Xr values obtained from analyzing rankings shown 
in Table 
Simulated Average Squared Average Absolute Maximum 
Populations Deviation Deviation Deviation 
Used in 
Analysis 
All 0.24 0.00 - 0.24 
All except * 1.60 0.40 0.40 
^Degrees freedom = 1. 
2 
original survivor curves. The values for All in Table 4 
lead to rejection of the hypothesis that the four procedures 
do not differ in their ability to fit the simulated data. 
O 
Since % for 3 degrees freedom and a Vfo significance le'vel 
equals 11.3, highly significant results are obtained no 
matter what measure of fit is used. Examination of Table 2 
Indicates that procedures B and D are considerably better 
than A and 0 with B the overall best in terms of smallest 
means. 
It was determined after looking through the results 
as shown in Tables l8, 19 and 20, Appendix D, that procedure 
A was consistently bad but that C and D gave a larger 
proportion of bad fits on the high modal curves. It will 
be remembered that zero retirement ratios make it unfeasible 
to calculate weights for those particular ratios for 
procedures 0 and D. Since this situation occurs during the 
early ages of the high modal curves this type of curve 
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would be likely to yield graduations which are biased against 
C and D. This is illustrated by the sample graduations shown 
in Figure 9» Appendix A. Therefore, an analysis was conducted 
using populations which were not high modal (high modal 
curves are marked by an * in Tables 21 and 22, Appendix D). 
This criterion yielded 10 curves for analysis, and the 
results are shown in the rows titled All except * in Tables 
2 and 4. Sample graduations of this type of curve are shown 
in Figures 10 and 11, Appendix A. This again Indicated that 
the methods are significantly different and B and D appear 
to be the best; however, D now is somewhat better, in terms 
of mean rank, than B. This would tend to support the theory 
developed by Lamp (19). 
Comparisons Involving procedures B and D only 
Since B and D appear to be the better procedures it 
was decided to compare just these two following the same 
steps as above. This analysis yielded the results shown in 
Tables 3 and 5. As expected, no significant difference 
between B and D was detected no matter what measure of 
goodness of fit was used. This was true whether all 
curves or just the low modal ones were included in the 
analysis. However, procedure D shows the expected relative 
improvement when only low modal curves were used. 
The object of testing the methods of weighting was to 
find the best method and select it to compete with the other 
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four actuarial methods. The above analysis indicates that 
either of procedures B or D could be selected, although D 
is probably better asymptotically. Procedure B was selected 
for the following reasons, (l) it is presently used in 
practice and may therefore facilitate more comparisons with 
the other actuarial methods, (2) it is simple to apply and 
easy to understand, and (3) procedure D requires a large 
scale computer and considerably more computation time rela­
tive to B. In summary, since the statistical tests do 
not point out an obvious choice the practical considerations 
led to the selection of procedure B as the choice to compete 
with the other actuarial methods. 
•f • 
Comparison of Five Actuarial Methods on Simulated Data 
For this portion of the research an analysis of 
variance split-plot design was chosen to test for signifi­
cant differences between the actuarial methods. It was 
noted that all observations were reasonably close to one 
another and all measures are means except the percentage 
error in estimated average life. Therefore the assumption 
of normality inherent in using the analysis of variance 
method as a testing procedure did not seem unreasonable. 
A split-plot design was selected because it was deemed 
desirable to investigate the effects that the various types 
of populations had on the goodness of fit. The split-plot 
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model classified the type of population as the whole plot 
and the actuarial method as the sub-plot. Since there 
were four curves of each population type there were four 
replications. The item of primary Interest is the difference 
between the means of the sub-plot or actuarial methods, but 
the Interaction between actuarial methods and type of 
populations should also be of Interest. One would expect 
this interaction to be significant because each actuarial 
method should fit its own kind of population better than the 
other methods. 
Four different measures of goodness of fit, five 
methods of fitting, sixteen curves fitted, and four types 
of simulations (large-complete, large-stubbed, small-
complete, and small-stubbed) multiplied together yield 320 
fitted life tables and 1280 observations 'for statistical 
analysis. This is obviously too much data to tabulate here. 
Therefore it was summarized and the mean values for each 
actuarial method are shown in Tables 6, 7, 8, and 9.- Also, 
the associated analysis of variance tables are summarized 
in Table 10 and show only the. calculated P-ratlos for sub­
plot or actuarial method effects. The values in Table 10 
were compared to an P with 4 and 48 degrees of freedom. 
This P-ratio is 2.56 and was exceeded only three times. 
These three cases are circled in Table 10. 
\ 
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Table 6. Mean average absolute deviation for the five 
actuarial methods based on the fitting of 
simulated data 
Type of 
Simulation Iowa Weibull 
Gompertz-
Makeham h-curve Polynomial 
Large-complete 1.46 1.71 1.88 1.4l 1.25 
Large-stubbed 2.52 2.29 2.97 2.38 2.19 
Small-complete 4.06 4.15 4.39 4.02 4.17 
Small-stubbed 5.56 5.30 5.95 5.39 6.20 
Table 7. Mean average squared deviation for the five 
actuarial methods based on the fitting of 
simulated data 
Type of 
Simulation Iowa Weibull 
Gompertz-
Makeham h-curve Polynomial 
Large-complete 5.81 7.49 7.08 4.88 2.93 
Large-stubbed 15.92 12.33 20.22 11.86 11.22 
Small-complete 46.66 43.31 48.82 41.4l 38.37 
Small-stubbed 67.88 63.67 74.24 67.54 71.37 
\ 
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Table 8. Mean maximum deviation for the five actuarial 
methods based on the fitting of simulated data 
Type of Gompertz-
Simulation Iowa Weibull Makeham h-curve Polynomial 
Large-•complete 4.05 3.98 5.37 3.87 3 .26 
Large-•stubbed 7.94 7.07 10.21 6.31 6 .14 
Small-•complete 11.28 10.36 12.10 10.33 10 .68 
Small-•stubbed 15.18 14.76 16.21 14.13 15 .01 
Table 9* Mean percentage error in estimated average- life 
for the five actuarial methods based on the 
fitting of simulated data 
Type of 
Simulation Iowa Weibull 
Gompertz-
Makeham h-curve Polynomial 
Large-complete 1.82 1.69 2.25 1.88 3.51 
Large-stubbed 8.89 5.83 7.72 5.20 5.49 
Small-complete 8.47 8.01 8.66 8.08 7.65 
Small-stubbed 11.42 11.83 9.57 10.70 12.08 
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Table 10. Calculated P-ratios for sub-plot effects®" 
Type of Goodness of fit measure^ 





^The degrees of freedom for this table are 4 and 48. 
^Y^ - average absolute deviation; Yg - average squared 
deviation; Yg - maximum deviation; Y^j. - percentage error in 
estimated average life. 
In the case of the large-complete simulation where the 
measure is percentage error in estimated average life, the 
cause of the high P-ratio is obviously the value 3.51 for 
the polynomial fit as shown in Table 9. 
In the case of the large-stubbed simulation the P-ratios 
for the average squared deviation and the maximum deviation 
exceed the critical value. Examining Tables 7 and 8 we 
see that the Gompertz-Makeham method produced a rather 
poor fit. Only three out of a possible l6 P-ratios 
indicate that the actuarial methods are significantly 
different and then the trend is not clear-cut, although 

















Gompertz-Makeham method Is not as good as the others. In 
Tables 6, "J, 8 and 9 the Gompertz-Makeham method yields the 
poorest graduations eleven of sixteen times. However, it 
should be noted that it is about average in estimating average 
life. Another piece of evidence to indicate that the 
Gompertz-Makeham method might not be as good as the others 
Is shown In Table 11. In all four types of simulation the 
Gompertz-Makeham population types are on average fitted 
poorer by all methods of fitting. This certainly could 
Table 11. Mean average absolute deviation for the four 
population types 
Iowa Welbull Gompertz-Makeham h-curve 
Large-complete 1.32 1.19 2.33 1.33 
Large-stubbed 2.28 2.28 3.44 1.88 
Small-complete 3.38 3.81 • 6.79 2.64 
Small-stubbed 5.75 5.32 8.05 3.57 
have been caused by the selection of the particular four 
Gompertz-Makeham populations. Barring this, if the 
assumption is made that Iowa, Welbull, and h-curve popula­
tions are representative of mortality experience, then if 
these methods do not fit the Gompertz-Makeham populations 
well it follows that the Gompertz-Makeham type population 
is not as descriptive of mortality experience as the other 
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methods. Little emphasis is placed on this point at this 
time. However, it is raised as a possible point of 
discussion. 
In no case was interaction between fitting method 
and type of population found to be significant at the 5^ 
level. This is contrary to what was expected and indicates 
that all actuarial methods fit equally well. A typical group­
ing of all 5 methods is shown in Figure l6, Appendix B. 
The small-complete and small-stubbed simulations are 
considered the most representative of actual experience and 
all the P-ratios in both of these cases are very small. 
At this point it cannot be said that any method of fitting 
enjoys a significant superiority over the others. 
Comparison of Five Actuarial Methods on Actual Data 
The analysis of variance test was again used in testing• 
for significant differences between the actuarial methods 
fitted to actual data. However, in this case a randomized 
block design was used with the fitting methods as treatments 
and the 117 accounts as blocks. On the actual data two 
measures of goodness of fit were used. However, because 
all previous tests showed that the measures of fit pro­
vided essentially the same results, only one measure was 
used in the analysis of variance calculations. This 
measure was the average absolute deviation and was selected 
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"because it was considered to satisfy the assumption of norm­
ality more closely than average squared deviations. 
The one analysis of variance table resulting from 
fitting the actual data is shown in Table 13. An P 
with 4 and 464 degrees of freedom equals 2.39. The calcu­
lated P ratio of 9.^7 indicates that there is a highly 
significant difference between the five actuarial methods. 
The means for these five methods are shown in Table 12. 
Table 12. Mean average absolute deviation from fitting 
actual data& 
Iowa h-curve Weibull Gomp ert z-Makeham Polynomial 
2.88 3.05 3.48 3.70 3.80 
^Each mean based on 117 graduations. 
Table 13. Analysis of variance for actual data 
Due to Sum of , Mean 
Factor^ Squares DP Square P-ratio 
A 75.74 4 18.93 9.47 
B 2226.13 116 19.19 9.60 
Error 927.42 464 1.99 
Total 3229.30 584 
^•Pactor A - actuarial methods; B - accounts. 
Duncan's multiple range test (30, p. 359) at the 5^ level 
was applied to these means and indicated that the Iowa and 
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h-curve means are not significantly different and the 
Gompertz-Makeham, Weibull and Polynomial means as a group 
are not significantly different. The line under the means 
•indicates a non-significant difference. These results show 
that the Iowa and h-curve graduations are significantly 
"better than the other graduations. 
The only difference found when applying the multiple 
range test at a Vfo significance level was that the h-curve 
and Weibull results were not significantly different. 
It was observed that the original survivor curves pro­
duced by the actual data were very similar to those produced 
by the small-complete simulation (compare Figures 13 and 19). 
Therefore a comparison of these results is in order. 
If the small-complete rows of Tables 6, "J, 8 and 9 are 
ranked with the smallest number receiving 1 and the largest 
5 the results are as shown in Table l4. The Friedman rank test 
when applied to the mean ranks at the 5^ level indicates they 
are significantly different because of the Gompertz-Makeham 
always being number 5. If the Gompertz-Makeham method is 
disregarded the differences are not significant at the 5$ 
level. It is interesting to note, however, that the h-curve 
method has the lowest mean rank. This would tend to agree 
with the results of fitting actual data. However no such 
I 
correlation is found for the Iowa method. 
I .  I 
' . I • 
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Table l4. Ranked means for the five actuarial methods and 
the small-complete simulation^ 
Measure of 
Goodness of Pit Iowa Weibull 
Gompertz-





3 5 1 4 
Average squared 
deviation 4 3 5 2 1 
Maximum 
deviation 4 
2 3 1 3 
Percentage error 
in estimated 
average life 4 2 5 3 1 
Mean rank 3.5 2.5 3 1.75 2.25 
^Rank 1 is for best fit. 
Cochran and Cox (2, p. 91) indicate that as a rule if 
the assumption of normality is not valid the true significance 
level is higher than stated; that is, too many significant 
results are obtained. In the results obtained by fitting 
simulated data only 3 cases out of l6 were found signifi­
cant at the 5^ level and this does not seem to be enough 
evidence to reject any of the actuarial methods. Therefore 
the assumption of normality does not pose a serious problem. 
Of the four measures used mean absolute deviation is 
considered to be the most nearly normally distributed. It 
is interesting to note that no significant results were 
indicated by this measure for the simulated data as shown 
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in Table 10. This reasoning would tend to allow more 
confidence in the results obtained from the actual data 
because the measure used there was average absolute 
deviation. 
The Iowa and h-curve methods of fitting use graphical 
fitting processes while the Gompertz-Makeham, polynomial, 
and Melbull methods utilize mathematical processes. A 
few observations on the so-called mathematical methods 
follows. 
A factor in favor of using mathematical methods of 
fitting (as opposed to graphical) is the objectivity of the 
mathematical methods. Pitting polynomials is a mathema­
tical method and as such might be considered relatively 
objective. On the contrary, it was found that a good deal 
of time had to be spent on applying judgment to select the 
best degree polynomial if the P-test criterion gave 
unreasonable results. Sometimes high degree polynomials 
gave very accurate results because the higher degree was 
able to follow every small trend in the data. As an 
example of this refer to Figure 20, Appendix C. For 
simulated data this was particularly true for the large 
sample cases. However, the higher degrees occasionally 
gave very unreasonable results. This was in some cases 
undoubtedly due to the inflexibility of a machine fitting 
procedure. But this again points out the need for using 
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judgment on a so-called objective mathematical method. 
Possibly a method of fitting segments of the retirement 
ratios using various degrees and then combining the results 
could be a solution to the above problem. This approach is 
mentioned in (24, p. 248). 
In the majority of the cases the value of logs from 
the Gompertz-Makeham equation was positive. As pointed out 
in (24, p. 24o) this yields a negative value for the 
constant force of mortality and accordingly destroys the 
significance of this constant as representing retirement 
from fortuitous causes. This is not a serious problem if 
the observed life table is fitted well and thus described 
• f • 
adequately; however, it leaves the theory somewhat bare. 
The Weibull distribution, also a so-called mathematical 
method, gave what might be called average results for all 
graduations and does not suffer from high sensitivity which 
can cause greatly irregular graduations. This is under­
standable in view of the fact that the Weibull distribution 
is a fairly simple "retirement" function of only two 
parameters. 
The following comment was written in 1942 in relation 
to fitting stubbed data and appears to be still valid today. 
....it is often believed that the mathematical 
approach involves an unnecessary burden which does 
not add to the reliability of the results; and that 
approximate graphical methods of extending the data 
provide all that is warranted in view of the general 
lack of certainty in making any projections of in­
complete data (la, p. 31). 
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CONCLUSIONS 
This research was prompted by the question—is there 
any one best actuarial method of life analysis? The 
Gompertz-Makeham, Iowa, and polynomial methods are probably 
the most widely used. The h-curves system is used mainly 
in the state of New York, and the Weibull distribution is 
mainly of a research Interest. With so many systems used 
the question of superiority naturally presents itself. 
The method of simulating mortality data is not a new 
one (19, 29), although it has not been extensively used In 
life analysis research. Under simulation the parent popu­
lation is known, and since any fitting technique is attempt­
ing to estimate the parent population, the method of 
simulation appeared to be appropriate for the purposes of 
comparing the actuarial methods of life analysis. Also, 
this study was designed with the pragmatic aspects of life 
analysis in mind; therefore a large amount of mortality 
data from various utilities was analyzed by the five 
actuarial methods. 
General conclusions or specific findings based on this 
research are as follows: 
1. The question of how best to weight the retirement 
ratios when fitting polynomials was resolved in 
favor of either weighting by balances (procedure B) 
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or by weighting by the inverse of the variance as 
calculated by Lamp's (19) procedure D. Practical 
considerations such as ease of calculation and 
simplicity led to the choice of procedure B. This 
is not to say, however, that procedure B is statis­
tically or theoretically better. In fact if an 
acceptable numerical technique could be worked out 
for calculating weights where they would theoreti­
cally be infinite in procedures ,C and D, either may 
prove to be better than B. 
Based on the fitting of simulated data the null 
hypothesis that the five actuarial methods are 
not significantly different could not be rejected. 
Based on the fitting^of actual property data sub­
stantial evidence exists to indicate that the Iowa 
and h-curve methods are superior. 
The results of fitting h-curves to simulated and 
actual data seem to agree whereas the Iowa curve 
results for simulated and actual data tend to be 
contradictory. 
The so-called graphical methods (Iowa and h-curve) 
which have only a finite set of curves fit data 
as well as, if not better than the mathematical 
methods which fit an infinite set of curves. The 
graphical methods are commonly thought of as 
I 
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judgment oriented methods of fitting. But it is 
seen from this study that they compete very nicely 
on an objective machine fitting basis. This fact 
may extend their usefulness because they can be 
used in both ways, whichever is most advantageous 
in the particular circumstance. With today's 
(1968) large scale, high speed digital computers, 
simulating graphical fitting methods is relatively 
easy. 
It is difficult to explain the contradiction between 
the results of fitting simulated data and those based on 
actual data. The cause of the indicated differences may 
have been due to the particular sixteen populations selected 
for simulation. It is possible that a different selection 
of populations would yield better agreement with the actual 
data results. Also, the standards from which goodness of 
fit was calculated for the simulations and the actual data 
were respectively the known populations and the observed 
life tables. This different standard could have caused 
the differences noted, although it is not considered as 
important as the selection of the simulated populations. 
A starting point for future research might be the 
meticulous selection of populations from which to sample. 
If the characteristics of the populations were very closely 
controlled a more detailed statistical analysis of the 
110b 
results might be possible. For example, if the populations 
were classified not only in regard to the type of distribu­
tion but also in reference to such factors as position and 
height of the mode, the relative merits of the actuarial 
methods could be examined more closely. In this way the 
apparent contradiction between the results from simulated 
and actual data as reported herein might be more easily 
explained. Also, a much larger number of populations would 
be appropriate so that the mean squared error of estimates 
in the overall sense might be reduced. 
Finally, it must be emphasized that this study did not 
investigate the characteristics of the various fitting 
methods in relation to specific types of industrial property, 
i.e., electric, gas, telephone, etc. It is possible that a 
particular method might be preferred over the others for 
certain properties. This possibility presents a feasible 
area for future investigation. 
I l l  
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APPENDIX A: DESCRIPTION OP POPULATIONS AND SAMPLE LIFE 
TABLES USED IN WEIGHTING CALCULATIONS 
Table 15. List of Iowa type curves and sample sizes used 
in simulating data for polynomial weighting 
tests 
Population Sample 
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Age, years 
Figure 9. Simulated S6lO using a sample size of 40. Gratuations from four 
























Figure 10. Simulated 0210 using a sample size of 250. Graduations from 




















All other procedures 
6 a 10 12 14 16 13 20 22 24 26 28 3C 
Figure 11 
Age, years 
Simulated RllO using a sample size of 200. 





APPENDIX B: DESCRIPTION OF POPULATIONS AND SAMPLE LIFE 
TABLES USED IN COMPARING THE FIVE ACTUARIAL METHODS 
Table l6. Description of populations used to simulate data 
for the purpose of comparing the five actuarial 
methods 
Type of 











 500 20 
2 L025 Lo-25 500 40 
Iowa 3 S310 S3-10 500 15 
4 R525 R5-25 500 15 
Scale Shape 
1 WEll 10.3 4.94 500 15 
2 WE12 29.1 2.10 500 30 
Weibull 3 WE13 8.6 2.28 500 15 
4 WEl4 26.1 1.46 500 30 
c G 8 
1 GMIO 1.18 .985x10"!° .022 
•10 
500 15 
Gompertz- 2 GMll 1.17 .996x10"!° .998x10" 500 20 
Makeham 3 GM12 1.43 -.129xlO"9 -.107x10" •3 500 30 
4 GM13 1.42 -.129x10"^ -.106x10" •3 500 30 
h average 
life 
1 H7.0 7.0 20 500 15 
h-curve 2-H4.0 4.0 10 500 15 
3 H2.5 2.5 10 500 15 
4 HO.O 0.0 25 500 30 
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Table 17. Stubbing points for simulated populations^ 
Population Large Sample Small Sample 
Size Size 
0210 43 .6  30.0 
L025 43.6 42.5 
8310 37.0 46.6 
R525 44.8 60.0 
WEll 50.8 60.0 
WE12 46.8 53.3 
WEI 3 47.0 53.3 
WEl4 46.2 43.3 
GMIO 47.2 40.0 
GMll 51.6 55.0 
GM12 45.2 43.3 
GM13 50.0 46.6 
H7.0 40.2 33.3 
H4.0 38.8 33.3 
H2.5 46.6 53.3 
HO.O 46.6 46.6 











Figure 12. Simulated H2.5 showing results of using a sample size of 
Age, years 
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Age, years 
Figure l4. Simulated WEll showing results 
18 20 22 24 26 28 30 
of using a sample size of 15. 
: ±d+ -iffi ±6 ifef 4±rt rHt ±t3: 
Age, years 






12 U 16 
Age, years 
Figure 16. A typical fit of simulated data showing closeness of all 
actuarial methods. Population -  H2.5 .  Sample size - I5. 
ro Ui 
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APPENDIX C: SAMPLE LIFE TABLES FROM ACTUAL DATA 
0 u 8 12 16 2C 24 28 32 36 4G A/. 
Age, years 
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Age, years ^ 
















































8 12 16 20 24 28 32 36 40 ^ 48 
Age, years 
52 56 60 
Figure 20. Original survivor curve for account 1210-1. Two example 
graduations illustrating a typical standard curve shape and 
versatility of polynomial. 
M CjO O 
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APPENDIX D: STATISTICAL ANALYSIS DATA 
Table 18. Average squared deviation from fitting poly­
nomials to simulated data by the use of proce­




B C D 
0210 16.51 3.99 1.31 3.68 
04l0 29.64 5.46 22.39 57.69 
0225 5.07 1.25 13.00 7.69 
0425 35.12 0.74 15.33 1.45 
LOlO 18.83 1.59 2.20 1.51 
L510 64.90 4.86 417.40 24.41 
LO25 24.75 3.65 4.45 3.28 
L525 70.52 • 4.71 4397.00 2.14 
SOlO . 36.16 1.59 2.50 0.87 
S6IO 2368.00 18.13 5882.00 2843.00 
SO25 67.58 1.87 11.20 l.4l 
S625 212.58 3.69 8.16 2630.00 
RllO 60.33 3.43 3.86 2.78 
R510 311.60 10.32 5665.00 . 15.91 
RI25 14.17 1.85 1.52 1.44 
R525 719.4 3.37 4.62 1.97 
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Table 19. Average absolute deviation from fitting poly­
nomials to simulated data by the use of proce­
dures A, B, C, and D 
Population Procedures 
Simulated A BCD 
0210 3.28 1.74 0.95 1.60 
0410 4.03 1.50 4.25 5.49 
0225 1.49 0.83 3.04 2.23 
0425 4.50 0.76 3 . 5 7  0.96 
LOlO 2 . 8 8  0.78 1.26 0.78 
L510 5 . 6 3  1.48 47.50 2.60 






L525 6.15 1.36 49.00 0 . 9 0  
8010 4.85 0.98 1. 3 4  0.75 
8610 3 9 . 2 8  1.69 63.33 31.18 
8025 6.50 1.15 2.43 1.03 






RllO 6.34 1.39 1.43 1.33 
R510 11.11 2.17 6 3 . 3 3  2.27 
R125 2.94 1.07 1.06 0.94 
R525 17.52 1.52 1.25 0.92 
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Table 20. Maximum deviation from fitting polynomials to 





B 0 D 
0210 .0807 .0313 .0189 .0312 
0410 .1320 .0672 .0731 .1613 
0225 .0627 .0258 .0656 .0467 
0425 .1420 .0156 .0580 .0232 
LOlO .1111 .0330 .0260 .0337 
L510 .2001 .0586 1.0000 .1429 
L025 .1368 .0473 .0366 .0458 
L525 .1806 .0688 1.0000 .0378 
SOlO .1147 .0281 .0271 .0181 
S6lO .8052 .1623 • 1.0000 .9970 
S025 .1622 .0240 .0651 .0193 
8625 .2319 .0642 .1101 .9905 
RllO .1429 .0392 .0397 .0330 
R510 .3927 .0767 1.0000 .1030 
R125 .0821 .0257 .0211 .0235 
R525 .5548 .0300 .0623 .0348 
^All values in this table given in terms of a radix of 
1.0. Percent deviation equals tabled value times 100.0. 
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Table 21. Rankings from fitting polynomials to simulated 
data by the use of procedures A, B, C, and 
Population Measure of Goodness of Pit 
Simulated Average squared Average absolute Maximum 
deviation deviation deviation 
A B C D  A B C D A B G  
0210 4 3 1 2 4 3 1 2 4 '3 1 
0410 3 1 2 4 2 1 3 4 3 1 2 
0225 2 1 4 3 2 1 4 3 3 1 4 
0425 4 1 3 2 4 1 3 2 4 1 3 
LOlO 4 2 3 1 4 1 3 2 4 2 1 
L510*^ 3 1 4 2 3 1 4 2 3 1 4 
LO25 4 2 3 1 4 2 3 1 4 3 1 
L525* 3 2 4 1 3 2 4 1 3 2 4 
8010 4 2 3 1 4 2 3 1 4 3 2 
S6IO* 2 1 4 3 3 1 4 2 2 1 4 
SO25 4 2 3 1 4 2 3 1 4 2 3 
S625* 3 1 2 4 3 1 2 4 3 1 2 
RllO 4 2 3 1 • 4 2 3 1 4 2 3 
R5IO* 3 1 4 2 3 1 4 .2 3 1 4 
RI25 4 3 2 1 4 3 2 1 4 3 1 
R525* 4 2 3 1 4 3 2 1 4 1 3 
^These rankings are based on Tables l8, 19 and 20. 
indicates high modal curves which were excluded in 



















Table 22. Rankings from fitting polynomials to simulated 
data by the use of procedures B and De­
population Measure of Goodness of Pit 
Simulated . Average squared Average absolute Maximum 
deviation deviation deviation 
B D B D B D 
0210 2 1 2 1 2 1 
04l0 1 2 1 2 1 2 
0225 1 2 1 2 1 2 
0425 1 2 1 2 1 2 
LOlO 2 1 1 2 1 2 
L510*^ 1 2 1 2 ^ 1 2 
L025 2 1 2 1 2 1 
L525* 2 1 2 1 2 1 
SOlO 2 1 2 1 2 1 
S6lO* 1 2 1 2 1 2 
S025 2 1 2 1 2 1 
8625* 1 2 1 2 1 2 
RllO 2 1 2 1 2 1 
R510* 1 2 1 2 1 2 
R125 2 1 2 1 2 1 
R525* 2 1 2 1 1 2 
^These rankings are based on Tables 18, 19 and 20. 
^*indicates high modal curves which were excluded in 
calculating some chi-square values. 
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APPENDIX E: LISTINGS OF PROGRAMS USED 
PROGRAM SIRT 
THIS  PROGRAM SIMULATES RETIREMENTS 
DIMENSION A(200)  
DIMENSION N3DUM(iOO)  , IC0F(112) , IRFl (  I i2 ) ,JSUM(90)  
101  READ* 1 ,202)  N2 ,N7 ,JIN,IX,TITLE 
202  FORMAT(3I3 , IH, iOX,A4)  
99  FORMAT*2413)  
IF(N2)  700 ,700 ,102  
102  N4=N2+1  
N7=500  
READ (1 ,103)  (A(I ) , I=2 ,N4)  
103  F0RMAT(10F7»2)  
ICDF(1)=100000000  
DO 104  1=2 ,N4  
104  ICDF(I )  =  IFIX(  ioOEC^Ad ) )  
DO 2  I= i ,N2 , i  
2  ICDF ( I )  =  (  100000000-ICDF(I+1)  )*20  
WRITE(3 ,  9 )  
9  FORMAT* 109H1 CUMULATIVE RETIREMENTS BY AGE INTERVAL 
ITHE LAST V 
lALUE IS  ALWAYS ZERO AfO IS  NUM OF SURVIVORS AT MAX AGE)  
DO 4  I=1 ,N4 ,1  
WRITEt3 ,3 ) ICDF*I)  
3  F0RMAT*3X,I10)  
4  CONTINUE 
DO 203  KL=1,1  
N3=N7 
DO 11  K=1 ,N2 ,1  
11  IRF1(K)=U 
DO 90  J1=1 ,N3 ,1  
70  IY=IX*65539  
IF*IY)16 ,17 , i7  
16  I  Y=IY+2147483647+1  
17  YFL=IY 
YFL=YFL*o4656613£-9  
IX=IY 
IFtIY)700 ,70 ,72  
72  I  F*  IY-20000ÛOOOO)73 ,20 ,70  
73  IF*ICDFt  1 ) - ÏY)80 ,21 ,21  
20 K=N2 
GO TO 89  
21 K = 1 
GO TO 89  




85  IH ICDF(  IJ - ÎY)81 ,88 ,a2  
82  JUMP2=JUMP2/2  
1=1-JUMP2 
GO TO 83  
81  JUMP2=JUMP2/2  
1=1+JUMP 2  
GO TO 83  
83  JUMP1=JUMP1+1  
lF (JUMPl-J lNl85f84 ,34  
84  1=1-1  
IF(ICDF(I ) - IY)86 ,38 ,87  
86 1=1+1 
IF(ICDF(  I ) - IY  *86 ,88 ,98  
87  1=1-1  
IFIICDF( 1) - IY)86 ,88 ,  87  
88 K=I 
89  IRFl (K}=iKFl (  K)  +  l  
90  CONTINUE 
KEN0=N2+1-KL 
WRITE(2 ,231)  TITLE 
231  FORMAT(A4)  
WRITE (2 ,  232)  N7  
232  F0RMAT(I3)  
WRITE(2 ,200)  ( IRFl (K),Kf=l ,KEND)  
200  F0RMAT(I4 ,11I6)  
203  CONTINUE 
WRITE(3 ,210)  
210  FORMATC/ / )  
WRITE{3 ,230)  TITLE,N7  
230  FORMAT(20X,A4 ,120)  
WRITE(3 ,  200)  ( IRF1(K) ,K=1 ,KEN0)  
GO TO 101  
700  STOP 
END 
C PROGRAM GMCURFIT 
C THIS  PROGRAM FITS THE GOMPERTZ MAKEHAM EQUATION 
INTEGER AC,Z2  
DIMENSION SSURV(201) ,RSURVS(2C0)  
DIMENSION A(  99 )  ,  6  (99)  ,AC(  99 )  ,  E(70  )  ,F  (  30 )  
RSURVS( l )  =  lQOoO 
SSURVd )=100o0  
101  FORMAT(  F8o2 ,24X,I4 )  
102  FORMATC ACCOUNT NUMBER IS  '  ,F8»2  / )  
103  F0RMAT(5X,I4 ,» -» ,  14 ,  •  BAND OF MORTALITY DATA»)  
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104  FORMATi3(2Fl lo  O)  )  
105  FQRMATC3F15o i fF15o6 , I15)  
106  F0RMAT(9Xt"TOTAL •  , 2F i5 .1#  15X,  I15J  
107  F0RMAT(F6»2 ,E12*5Î  
108  F0RMAT(F6 .2 ,E12o5 , '  CURVE TURNS UP»)  
109  F0RMAT<F6o2f*  SELECTED VALUE OF CM 
110  F0RMAT(35X, 'GRA0o LIFE' ,16X, 'REMAINING' ,17X, 'SURVIVAL' ,  
1 / , 15X'AG£' ,  
120X, 'TABLE'  , 20X,  'LIFE' ,20X, 'RATE'  , / )  
111  FQRMAT(13X,F5® l , 19X,I6 t l9X,I6 ,16X,I6 )  
112  F0RMAT(/9X,»T0TAL»,Ê20 .5 )  
113  F0RMAT(/9X, 'C= • ,F5o2 , '  G= ' ,E12 .5 , '  S=  ' ,E12»5)  
114  FORMAT ( /9X, 'DIFF.  LOG= ' ,E12«5 ,  '  0  IF  F  «  MOMENT= ' ,E12o5  
1 , '  T= 
1F4 .0 )  
115  FORMAT(F7aO)  
116  F0RMAT(4X,I5 )  
117  FORMAT ( / , 1  OX, 'SMOOTHED' / )  
113  F0RMATfl2F10e2)  
239  READ* 1 ,101)  P ,LIMI T 
IF  (P  )  999 ,999 ,483  





WRITE(3 ,506)  
506  FORMATI45X, 'G0MP MAKEM FITTING RESULTS' / )  
DO 204  1=2 ,200  
RSURVS(I )=GoO 
204  SSURV(I )=OoO 
WRITE(3 ,102)  P  
WRITE(3 ,103)  IY , IY1  




Z2  =0o  
T1  =  0<,  
T2=0. 
W1 = lo  
REA0( l , i 04 ) (A(I ) ,B(I )  , I=1 , IA)  
1001  F0RMAT(10F7 ,2 )  
DO 2  1=1 ,  lA  
Z= Z+A(I  )  
2  Z1=Z1+B(I )  
WRITE(3 ,90C)  
9 0 0  F0RMAT(20X,  «SURV' ,5X, 'OBS LIFE' /SX, 'AGE' ,  lOX, 'EXPOSURES 
l ' , 5X, 'R£TIR 
i£MENTS' ,ax ,  'RATE' ,  1ÛX, 'TABLE' / / )  
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DO 3  1  =  1 ,  lA  
D=(A(I ) -B(IÏ Î /A(I )  
AC(  ï+ i )=AC(I )*D+o5  
Z2= Z2+AC(I  )  
X=I-»5  
3  CONTINUE 
00  4  1=1 , IT  
IF(AC(I+ i ) l  6 ,6 ,5  
5  Dl=AL0G(FL0AT<ACCI+l ) ) ) /2o302585  
T1=T1+D1 
4  T2=T2+(I - i  J*01  
6  T=IT 
T5=(4oC* T**3-3oÛ* T*  T-  T) /12«0  
R=T5/ (  T*  T /2oC)  
F2=T2-5«Û*(T*T-T) /2oO 
C=1 o l  
C A L L  C A L C ( C ,T , r i , T 2 ,R ,G,S , T 6 , A C I  
F C l  ) = T 6  
IF(FNA( .5 ,S ,G,C) -1«E5»  240 ,240 ,250  
240  WRITEO,107)  C ,T6  
245  GO TO 255  
250  WRITEO,108)  C ,T6  
255  C=l ,2  
C A L L  C A L C ( C , T , T 1 , T 2 ,R ,G,S  , T 6 ,AC )  
F ( 2 ) = T 6  
IF(FNA{o5 ,S ,G,C) - ioO£5)  275 ,275 ,285  
275  WRITEC 3 ,107)  C,T6  
280  GO TO 290  
285  WRITE(3 ,108)  C ,T6  
290  IF i  F (2 ) -F(  1 )  )  340 ,300 ,300  
30C C=lo01  
CALL CALC(C,T,Ti ,T2 ,R,G,S ,T&,AC)  
F(3  )=T6  
IF(FNA<»5 ,S ,G,C) - ioOE5)  320 ,320 ,330  
320  WRITEO,107)C,  T6  
325  GO TO 340  
33  0  WRI TE 0 ,108)  C,T6  
GO TO 375  
34  C C=l« .3  
CALL CALC(C,T,T1 ,T2 ,R,G,S ,T6 ,AC )  
FC3)=T6  
IF(FNA<,5 ,S ,G,C) - loOE5)  360 ,  360 ,370  
360  WRITE* 3 ,107)  C ,T6  
GO TO 375  
370  WRITE(3 ,108)  C ,  T6  
375  IFCC- loOl )  380 ,385 ,380  
380  GO TO 395  
385  IF(F(3) -F(1 ) )  410 ,395 ,430  
395  IF(C-1«3)  400 ,400 ,400  
400  IF(FC3) -F(2 ) )  420 ,410 ,430  
i4o 
410  A«=o5  
GO TO 435  
420  AM=1.2  
60  TO 435  
43  0  AM=1.01  
435  AK=ol  
440  T7=loOE12  
C=AM-AK 
DO 525  1=1 ,70  
C=C+AK 
IF(C-«99J  455 ,455 ,460  
455  GO TO 475  
46  0  IF(C- loOl )  470 ,465 ,465  
465  GO TO 475  
470  C=lo01  
475  CALL CALC{C,T,T1 ,T2 ,R,G,S ,T6 ,AC)  
IB= 
f c { IB)=T6  
IF(  FNA( .5 ,S ,G,C) - l t t0E5)  495 ,495 ,505  
495  WRITE(3 ,107)  C ,T6  
500  GO TO 510  
505  WRI TE (3 ,10  8)  C ,T6  
510  IF(FNA(«5 ,S ,G,C) - lo0E5)  515 ,515 ,520  
515  IF(T6-T7)  520 ,520 ,530  
520  T7=T6 
525  CONTINUE 
530  IF  (AK- .01)  535 ,550 ,535  
535  AM=C-2o0*AK 
AK= oOl  
GO TO 440  
550  IF(E(IB-2) -E(IB- l ) )  585 ,555 ,555  
55  5  C=C-« ,01  
IF(C-o99)  565 ,565 ,570  
565  GO TO 585  
570  IF(C- loOl )  580 ,575 ,575  
575  GO TO 585  
580  C=lo01  
585  WRITE(3 ,109)  C 
590  Hl=(C**CT+o5) -C**o5) / (C-1 .0 )  
AN!  =T*C**  (T+o5  ) /  (C- loO ) -Hl*C/  (  C-1 .0 ) - (  T*T-  T)  /2< .0  
G=(  T2-5o*(T»T-T) /2 .  0 -R*  (T1-5 .*T) ) / (AN1-R*(  Hl -T  )  )  
S=(  T l -5=*T- (Hl -T)*G) / (T*T/2»)  
610  T6=0o0  
T7=0 .0  
X=0o0  
00  655  1=1 ,401  
X=X+o5  
L=FNA(X,S ,G,C)+o5  
IF(L- l )  660 ,635 ,635  
635  IF(L- i  00000)  640 ,640 ,645  
l4l 
640  GO TO 650  
645  L=l00000  
65  0  T6=T6+L 
655  CONTINUE 
660  WRITE(3 ,110)  
DO 795  1=1 ,200  
X=I- .5  
XMl=X- loO 
L=FNA{X,S ,6 ,C)+o5  
IF(L-IOOOOO) 690 ,690 ,695  
690  GO TO 700  
695  L=100000  
700  IF(L- l )  800 ,705 ,705  
705  AL=L 
AR=(T6-AL) /AL+o5  
T7=T7+AL 
IF(X- ,5 )  720 ,735 ,720  
720  IF iL- lOOOOO) 725 ,735 ,725  
725  INT=FNA(XMi ,S ,G,C»+o5  
IF  { INT-100000)  730 ,  730 ,735  
730  GO TO 745  
735  R1=L/100000  
740  GO TO 750  
745  R1=L/INT 
75  G INTl=(AR*lO«,O+0  5 ) / lOo  
INT 2=(Rl*10 .0**5+«  5  > /10«0**5  
SSURV(I+ l )=AL/1000o  
KEN0=I+1  
T6=T6-AL 
795  CONTINUE 
600  WRITE(3 ,112)  T7  
ASL=T7/10000Co 
WRITE{3 ,113)  C ,G,S  
D IF  LG= T l -  (5 .  0  *T+S *T m/  2 .0  +G» (  Hl -T  )  I  
DIFM0=T2-  5oC*t  T*T~T) /2 .0+T5*S+G*ANl  
WRITE (3 ,114)  DIFLG,0IF«0 ,T  
650  WRITE(3 ,502)  
502  FORMAT (6X,»  CURVE IDENT AVERAGE ABSOLUTE DEV 
1  AVE RAGE SQ 




DO 30  1=2 , lAl  
30  RSURVS(I )=FLOAT(AC(I ) ) / lOOU 
DO 701  I=2 ,NDPTS 
AADIFS =ABS(RSURVS(I ) -SSURV(I ) )  
ADIFS=ADIFS+AADIFS 
SOI  FS=SD1FS+AADIFS*AADIFS 
701  CONTINUE 
142 
s  DIFS=SDIFS/ (NDPTS- l )  
AOIFS=AOIFS/  (NDPTS- l )  
86  WRITEO,  503)  P  ,  AOIFS,SDIFS,ASL 
503  F0RMAT(6X,F8o2 ,14X,E12o5 ,17X,E12o5»10X,Fôo2)  
WRITEO,117)  
WRITEO, l i8 ) îSSURV(I  ) , 1=1 ,100)  
GO T(J  239  
855  C =  loÛl  
GO TO 590  
865  READ(1 ,115)  B1  
IF(Bl )  999 ,999 ,870  
870  R2=T7/B1  
C=C**R2 
S=S*R2 
GO TO 610  
999  STOP 
END 
FUNCTION FNA(X,S ,G,C)  
FNA= lOo  0**  (  5o  0+  X*S+G*(  C lo  G )  I  
RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE C ALC (  C ,T ,  T l ,  T2 ,R,G,  S ,  T6 ,AC )  
INTEGER AC 
DIME NSI  ON AC(1)  
IT=IFIX(T)  
Hl=(C**(T+«5) -C**o5) / (C- loO)  
A Ni=T*C**(T+o5)  / (  C- l«  ) -Hl*C/ (C- l3  ) - (  T*T-T)  / 2o0  
G=(T2-5o*(T*T-T) /2oO-R*(Tl -5 .*T)  ) / (ANl -R*(Hl -T) )  
S  =  (T l -5o  0*T- (Hl -T)*G) / (T*T/2« ,0 )  
T6=OoO 
DO 5  1=1 ,  IT  
X=I-o5  
V=(AC(  I+1) -FNA(X,S ,G,C)  )**2  
5  T6=T6+V 
RETURN 
END 
C PROGRAM HCURFIT 
C THIS  PROGRAM FITS THE H-CURVES 
DIMENSION SSURV(200)  
DIMENSION SUR V(  200) ,TYPE (3G) ,  AGE (200  ) ,  ARRAY (17 ,  500)  
READ (12 )  ARRAY 
READ (1 ,100  ) (TYPE(  I ) , 1=1 ,  17)  
100  F0RMAT(17A4)  
SURV( l )  =  100o0  
SSURV( l )=100o0  
143 
AGEa)=OoO 
Dû 11  1=2 ,200  
11  AGE(I )=I -1«5  
7  SAOLD=loOElC 
READd. lOl )  ACCT.LIMIT 
101  F0RMAT(F8«2 ,24X,I4 )  
MDPTS=UMIT+1 
IF(ACCT)  8 ,10 ,8  
8  READ(1 ,102)  CSURV(1) , I=2 ,  NDPTS)  
102  FORMATS 10F7 .2 )  
1001  FORMAT (10F7 .2 )  
463  WRITE(3 ,500)  
500  FORMAT{45X,«H—CURVE— FITTING RESULTS*/ )  
HRITE(3 ,502)  
502  FORMAT (6X,*  CURVE IDENT AVERAGE ABSOLUTE DEVIATION 
lAVERAGE SQ 
lUARED DEVIATION AVG LIFEV)  
DO 204  1=2 ,2C0 
204  SSURV{ I )=ÛoC 
NP TS= NDPTS 
SF=SURV(1) -SURV(2)  
X=o25  
SFX=SF*X 
DO 12  1=3 ,NDPTS 
F=SURVCI- i ) -SURV(I )  
SF=SF+F 
X=AGE (  I  ) -C«  5  
12  SFX=SFX+F*X 
XBAR= SFX/SF 
1  DO 85  K=i ,17  
TASL=XBAR*2«C 
KNT=0 
46  0IFF=0*0  
DO 50  I=2 ,NPTS 
J=AGE<I)*200b0 /TASL 
IF(J -500)  47 ,47 ,48  
47  DIFF= DIFF+ARRAY(K,J) -SURV(I )  
GO TO 50  
48  DIFF=DIFF-SURV(I )  
50  CONTINUE 
IF(SURVINPTS))  51 ,51 ,52  
51  IF  (ARRAY(K,  J ) )  52 ,52 ,53  
53  NPTS1=NPTS+1  
DO 54  I=NPTS1,300  
J=AGE(I )»200 .0 /TASL 
IF(J -500)  54 ,54 ,52  
54  DIFF=DIFF+ARRAY(K,J)  
52  IF(OIFF)  56 ,60 ,55  
55  IF(KNT- l )  57 ,58 ,58  
57  TASL=TASL-5o0  
l44 
GO TO 46  




GO TO 46  
56  IF  (KNT-2)  59 ,61 ,61  
59  TASL=TASL+1.0  
KNT=1 
GO TO 46  
61  ASL=TLHI-0»1*DIFHI/{DIFHI-DIFF J 
GO TO 62  
60  ASL=TASL 
62  SADIF=0 .0  
DO 65  I=2 ,NPTS 
J=AGE (  I )*2C0o0 /  ASL 
IF  (J -500)  65 ,65 ,92  
65  SADIF=SADIF+ABS(ARRAY(K,J) -SURV(I ) )  
92  IF(SADIF-SAOLD » 66 ,86 ,86  
e>0  SA OLD=SAD IF  
BEST=ASL 
IBEST=K 
85  CONTINUE 
36  DO 201  1=2 ,200  
J=AGE(I )*200 . /BEST 
IF(J -500)  200 ,200 ,202  
200  SSURV(I )  =  ARRAY ( IBEST,J)  
201  KENO=I  
202  CONTINUE 
SDIFS=OoU 
ADIFS=ÛoC 
DO 701  I=2 ,NDPTS 
AADIFS=ABS(  SURV ( I ) -SSURV( in  
ADIFS=ADIFS+AADIFS 
S iJIFS=SOIFS+AAOIFS*AADIFS 
701  CONTINUE 
ADIFS=AD1FS/ (N0PTS-1J  
SDIFS= SDIFS/  (NDPTS-1)  
WRITE (3 ,503)  ACCT ,  ADIFS,SDIFS,BEST 
5  03  F0RMAT(6X,F8o2 ,14X,E12o5 ,17X,c l2o5 ,10X,F63  2 )  
WRITE(3 ,103)  
1 0 3  FORMAT ( /23X,»  ACCOUNT NO' ,  SX,  '  H TYPE AVERAGE LIFE 
i '  )  
WRITE(3 ,104)  ACCT ,TYPE(IBEST) ,BEST 
104  FORMAT (23  X,  F lOoZ,  12X,  A4 ,9X,F6o  2 )  
WRITE(3 ,1002)  
iOGZ FORMAT (20X,  «SMOOTHED* )  
WR I  TE (  3 ,100  3 )  (  SSURVd )  , 1=1 ,K£ND)  
1003  FORMAT(i2FiOo2)  
GO TO 7  
145 
10  STOP 
END 
PROGRAM ICURFIT 
THIS  PROGRAM FITS THE IOWA CURVES 
DIMENSION SSURVtZOO)  
DIMENSION SURV(  2o0  11  TVPE (  30 )  tKTRL( lO)  , A G B l 2 0 0 i  ,ARRAY{3U 
1 ,500)  
READ (12)  ARRAY 
READ (1 ,  100  ) (TYPE(  I ) ,  1=1 ,30)  
100  F0RMAT(15A4)  
AGE( i )=OoO 
DO 11  1=2 ,200  
11  AGE(I )=I -^1 ,5  
7  SA0LD=lo0£10  
K0UT=0 
READC1,101)  ACCT,LIMIT 
101  F0RMAT(F8«2 ,24X,I4 )  
NDPTS=LI  MIT+1  
IF(ACCT)  8 ,10 ,8  
8  READ(1 ,1C01) (SURV(I ) , I=2 ,NDPTS)  
1001  FORMAT!  10F7«2)  
483  WRITE(3 ,500)  
500  FORM AT {45X,»  IOWA CURVE FITTING RESULTS»/ )  
WRITE 13 ,502)  
502  FORMAHôX,  «CURVE IDE NT AVERAGE ABSOLUTE DEVIATION 
lAVERAGE SQ 
lUARcD DEVIATION AVG LIFE»/ )  
SURV( l )  =  lCGoO 
SSURV( l )=100o0  
DO 2C4  1=2 ,200  
204  SSURV{I)  =  0»0  
NPTS=NDPTS 




DO 12  I=3 ,NDPTS 
F=SURV(I -1 ) -SURV(I )  
SF=SF+F 
X=AGE( l ) -0o5  
SFX=SFX+F*X 
12  SFX2=5FX2+F*X*X 
RATM =  (SFX2-SFX*SFX/SF) / (SF*{SFX/SF)*(SFX/SF)  )  
XBAR= SFX/SF 
IF(RATM-0«Û15)  13 ,13 ,14  
13  KTRLd}  =20  
KTRL(2)=21  
KTRL(3)=22  
KTRL(4 i  =  10  
KTRL (5 )  =  11  
KTRL(6)=12  
KTRL (7 )  =30  
NTRL=7 
GO TO 1  
14  IF(RATM-0o02)15 ,15f l6  
15  KTRL (1 )  =10  
KTRL(2)=11  
KTRL(3)=12  
KTRL (4 )  =19  
KTRL(5)  =  20  
KTRL (6 )  =  21  




GO TO 1  
16  IF(RATM-Co03)  17 ,17 ,18  
17  KTRLd}  =10  
KTRL(2}= l i  
KTRL (3}  =  12  
KTRL(4)  =  19  
KTRL (5}  =20  
KTRL (6}  =  21  
KTRL<7}=24  
KTRL (3}  = 25  
NTRL=8 
GO TO 1  
18  IF(RATM-Go04}  19 ,19 ,20  
19  KTRLd}  =10  
KTRL(2}=11  
KTRL(3)=12  
KTRL (4}  =19  
KTRL (5 )  =20  
KTRL(6)=9  
KTRL(7)  =  24  
KTRL (8}  =  25  
NTRL=S 
GO TO 1  
20  IF(RATM-0o05)  21 ,21 ,22  
21  KTRLd}  =10  
KTRL(2}=11  
KTRL(3}  =  12  
KTRL (4  )  =  19  
KTRL(5}=18  
KTRL(6)=9  
KTRL (7 )  =24  
NTRL=7 
60  TO 1  
22  IF(RATM-0o06)  






KTRL (7 )=24  
NTRL=7 
GO TO 1  
24  IF(RATM-0o08)  
25  KTRL(1)=24  
KTRL(2)=10  
KTRL (3 )  =11  
KTRL(4)  =18  
KTRL(5)=19  
NTRL=5 
GO TO 1  
26  IF(RATM-OoiO)  
27  KTRL(1)=C9 
KTRL (2 )  =10  
KTRL (3 )  =16  
KTRL (4 )  =17  
KTRL(  51  =  18  
KTRL (61  =  27  
KTRL (7 )  =  28  
NTRL=7 
GO TC 1  
28  IF(RATM-0oi2 )  




KTRL (5 )  =16  
KTRL(6)  =  2b  
KTRL (7 )  =  27  
KTRL (8 )  =  17  
KTRL (9 )  =18  
NTRL =9  
GO TO 1  
30  IF(RATM-0ol4 )  
31  KTRL (1 )  =07  
KTRL(2)=8  
KTRL(3)  =  9  
KTRL (4 )  =10  
KTRL(5)  =  16  
KTRL(6)=26  
23 ,23 ,  24  
25 ,25 ,26  
27 ,27 ,28  
29 ,29 ,30  
31 ,31 ,32  
KTRL(7)=27  
NTRL=7 
GO TO 1  
32  IF(RATM-0ol6 )33 ,33 ,34  
33  KTRL (1 )  =07  
KTRL(2)=8  
KTRL (3  J  =9  
KTRL (4 )  =10  
KTRL (5 )  =16  
KTRL(6)=26  
KTRL(7)  =  27  
KTRL(8)  =  14  
KTRL(9)=15  
NTRL=9 
GO TO 1  
34  IF(RATH-\Jo  17 )  35 ,35 ,36  
35  KTRL(1)  =  07  
KTRL (2 )=8  




KTRL (7 )  =25  
KTRL (8 )  =26  
NTRL=8 
GO TO 1  
36  IF(KATM-Oo 19)  37 ,37 ,38  
37  KTRL(1)  =  07  
KTRL (2 )  =8  
KTRL <3)  =  S  
KTRL(4)=13  
KTRL (5 )  =14  
KTRL(6)=23  
KTRL (7  }=24  
KTRL (8 )  =25  
NTRL=8 
GO TO 1  
38  IF(RATM-Oo 24)  39 ,39 ,40  
39  KTRL (1 )  =  05  
KTRL (2 )=6  




KTRL (7 )  =24  
KTRL (3 )  =25  
NTRL=e  
GO TO 1  
40  IF(RATM-Oo 29)  41 ,41 ,42  








GO TO 1  
42  IF(RATM-Ûo33)  43 ,43 ,44  
43  KTRL( i )=û5  
KTRL(2)  =6  
KTRLC3)=7  
KTRL (41  =23  
NTRL=4 
GO TO i  
44  KTRL(1)  =  05  
NTRL=i  
1  DÛ 85  L=1 ,NTRL 
45  K=KTRL(Lj  
TASL=XBAR*2oG 
KNT=C 
46  DIFF=OoO 
00  50  I=2 ,NPTS 
J=AGE( l )*200o /TASL 
IF(J -500)  47 ,47 ,48  
47  ÛIFF=DIFF+ARRAY(K,J) -SURV(I )  
60  TO 50  
48  DIFF=DIFF-SURV(  I )  
50  CONTINUE 
IF(SURV(NPTS>-2oû)  51 ,51 ,5  2  
51  IF(ARRAY(K,J) )  52 ,52 ,53  
53  NPTS1=NPTS+1  
DO 54  I=NPTS1,200  
J=AGE(  n*200o /TASL 
IF{J-5Û0)  54 ,54 ,52  
54  DIFF=DIFF+ARRAY{K,J)  
52  IF(DIFF)  56 ,60 ,55  
55  IF(KNT- l )  57 ,58 ,58  
57  TASL=TASL-5oO 
GO TO 46  




GO TO 46  
56  IF(KNT-2)  59 ,61 ,61  
39  TASL=TASL+loO 
KNT=1 
GO TO 46  
61  ASL=TLHI-0 . i*DIFHI/ (DIFHI-DIFF ï  
GO TO 62  
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60  ASL=TASL 
62  SADIF=OoO 
DÛ 65  I=2 ,NPTS 
J=AGE(I )*200o /  ASL 
IF(J -500)  65 ,65 ,92  
65  SADIF=SADIF+A8S(ARRAY{K,J) -SURVn))  
92  IF(SADIF-SAOLD)  66 ,85 ,85  




IF(IBEST-5)  86 ,87 ,86  
8  7  IF(KOUT)  86 ,38 ,86  






GO TO 1  
86  DO 201  1=2 ,200  
J=AGE{  I )*2ùOo/8EST 
IF{J-5C0)  200 ,200 ,202  
200  SSURV(I )=ARRAY(IBEST,J»  
201  KEND=I  
202  CONTINUE 
SDIF5=OoO 
ADIFS=CoO 
DO 701  I=2 ,NDPTS 
AADIFS=A8S(  SURV ( I ) -SSURV(I ) )  
ADIFS=AD IFS+AADIFS 
SDIFS=SDIFS+AADIFS*AAOIFS 
701  CONTINUE 
ADIFS =  ADIFS/ iNDPTS- lJ  
SD IFS= SDIFS/  (NDPTS-1)  
WRITE*3 ,503)  ACCT ,  ADIFS,SDIFS,BEST 
5  G3 F0RMAT(6X,F8*2 , 14X ,E12o5 ,  17X,  E 12 ,5 ,10X,F6o  2)  
WRITE (3 ,103)  
103  FORMAT ( /23X, 'ACCOUNT NO*,SX, ' IOWA TYPE AVERAGE LIFE 
1' ) 
WRITE (3 ,104)  ACCT,TYPEdSEST) ,BEST 
104  F0RMAT(23X,A4  , 12X,  A4 ,  9X,F6o  2 , / )  
WRITE(3 , i002)  
1002  FORMAT(20X, 'SMOOTHED')  
WRITE(3 ,1003) (  SSURVd ) , I= i ,KEND)  
1003  FORMAT(12FiO,2)  
GO TO 7  
10  STOP 
END 
151 
C PROGRAM CAWT 
C THIS  PROGRAM CALCULATES HEIGHTS FOR AND FITS THE 
C POLYNOMIAL 
DIMENSION SAVE(120J  
DIMENSION 0 (17 ,17) ,RSURVS(120) ,YC(120) ,SSURV(120) ,W(120  
DIMENSION RSURV(120)#R(120) ,X(120) tP l(It 120) ,P2(1 ,120)  
DIMENSION EXPOS (115 ,  115) ,BAL(120) ,RETH20) ,RR(  120)  
DIMENSION SWV(120  ) ,S  WEI GH(  120  ) ,  WEIGHT (120) ,  RETT(  120 ,1 )  
DOUBLE PRECISION CDF (202)  ,  RVOTCI ,  SOF V,TAI<EA,EXPVY,A3,BA 
1 ,  A1 ,  A2 ,  A4 ,  
1TCDF(202) ,DENOM 
DOUBLE PRECISION T,OTV 
728  FQRMAT(3£ i5o5)  
727  F0RMAT(/ / ,20X, 'WEIGHTS' , / )  
88  F0RMAT(12F6oo)  
351  F0RMAT(»1» ,30X,  «RESULTS OF POLYNOMIAL FITTING USING OIF 
IFERENT METH 
lODS OF FITTING*, / /5CX,«ACCOUNT IS ' ,A10 , / /10X, 'METHOD' ,2  
lOX, 'DEGREE 
20F  FIT' ,10X, 'SUM OF SQUARES' , lOX'SUM OF ABSOLUTE DEVIAT 
HONS'  )  
C  ———PART 3—— 
482  READ (1 ,3 )  TITLE ,KC,KDAT,  KBAN 
3 F0RMAT(A4,4I5 )  
IF(  KC )  483 ,307 ,483  
483  WRITE(3 ,351)  TITLE 
READ (1 ,711)  EEXP 
711  FCRMAT(F3oO)  
MM=KC-1 
DO 710  1=1 ,MM 
710  EXPOSd,  I )=EEXP 
R£AD(1 ,383)  (RETT (1 ,1  )  ,  1=  
333  FQRMAT(F4oO, l lF6o  0»  
READ (1,1001)  (RSURVS ( I ) ,  1= 
iOOl  F0RMAT(F8 .4 )  
EXPOSd,KC)=0o0  
EXPOS(1,KM) = RETT (MM, 1 )  
DO 707 J=2,MM 
K=MM+1-J 
EXPOS(J,MM) = eXPOS(J-l ,MM)+RETT(K,l)  
707 EXPOS(J,KC)=EXPOS(J,MM)-RETT(K, 1)  
DO 9  1=1  , 120  
BAL(  I )=G <,0  
R ET(  I )=GoO 
9  RR(I  )=OoO 
MK=KC-KBAN 
DC 10  K=1,K8AN 






BAUK )  =  BAL(K)+EXPOS ( I  ,  J l  
4  RET{K)=ReT(K)+EXPOS(I  , J ) -EXP0S(I ,J+1)  
IF(BAL(K)>64 ,64 ,68  
68  R(K)  =RET(K) /BAL(K)  
GO TO 10  
64  R (K>=OoO 
10  CONTINUE 
IF  (KC-KBAN-1)  208 ,208 ,209  
209  M4=KBAN+1 
DO 1  K=M4,MM 
M5=KC-K 
DO 63  1=1 ,M5 
J=  I+K-1  
BAL(K)=BAL(K)  +  EXPOS(I ,J )  
63  RET(K)=RET(K)  +  cXPOS(I ,J ) -&XPaS(I ,J+ l )  
IF(BAL(K)>66 ,66 ,301  
301  R (K)=RET(K) /BAL(K> 
GO TO 1  
66  R (K>=CoO 
1  CONTINUE 
208  RSURV(i )  =  10U.  
DO 210  1=2 ,120  
210  RSURV(I>=OeO 
MMM=MM+1 
DO 7  1=2 ,MMM 
7  RSURV(  I )=RSURV(I -1  )* ( i . -R  (1 -1 )  )  
M2=MM-1 
M3=M2+1 
DO 11  1=2 ,M3 
11  RR(  I )  =  R{  I  )  
RR( l )=2o*R( l )  
RSURVS( i )=10Uo0  
DO 205  1=1 ,120  
2C5 X(  I>  =  FLOAT(I )  
IND2=1  
iNDl= l  
LDEG=0 
JL =  0  
309  MD=15  
WRITE(3 ,2000)  M3,KC,MM 
2000  F0RMAT(4I10)  
124  CALL OPOLY (X ,  RR,M3,MD,IND1,  IND2,W,KDEG,YC,Q)  
336  DO 332  1=1 ,M3 
331  IF(YC(I ) )333 ,334 ,324  
333  YC{I )=Co0  
337  GO TO 332  
334  IF(YC(I>-1 .0 )  332 ,332 ,335  
335  YC(I )  =  loO 
332  CONTINUE 
YCC=o 5*YC(1  )  
153 
DO 211  1=3 ,120  
211  SSURVlI )=OoO 
SSURV( l»=100o  
SSURV(2)=100o*( l* -YCCj  
DO 61  1=3 ,M«M 
61  SSURV(I )=SSURV(I -1 )* (1»-YC(I -1 ) Î  
IFUL-2)  1205 ,1206 ,1205  
1206  IF(IN02- i )  1205 ,1207 ,1205  
1207  DO 1208  1=1 ,KC 
1208  SAVE(  I»=SSURV(I  )  
12  05  SDIF=e.O 
AO IF  =0 .0  
SDIFS=0 .0  
ADIFS=0 .0  
DTEMP=G.O 
00  308  1  =  2 ,MMM 
AADIF=ABS(RSURV(I ) -SSURV(I ) )  
AD IF=A0IF+AADIF 
AADIFS=ABS(RSURVS(I ) -SSURV(I ) )  
ADIFS=ADIFS+AAD1FS 
SDIFS=SDIFS+AADIFS*AADIFS 
IF  (AADIFS-DTEMP)  701 ,702 ,702  
702  DTEMP=AADIFS 
701  CONTINUE 






DTEMP=DTEMP/100 ,  
WRITE (3 ,  725)  
725  FORMAT!/ / ,20X, 'SMOOTHED RETIREMENT RATIOS' , / )  
WRITE(3 ,726) (YC(I ) ,1=1 ,MM) 
7  26  FORMAT (12  F i  0o5  )  
WRITE (3 ,704)  
704  F0RMAT(/ / ,20X, 'SMOOTHED PERCENT SURVIVING», / )  
WRITE(3 ,705)  (  SSURV(I  ) , I  =  1 ,KC)  
705  FORMAT(12Fi0o2)  
JL=JL+1  
IF(JL- l )  324 ,324 ,303  
303  IF(JL-2)  326 ,326 ,3  05  
305  IF(JL-3)  325 ,325 ,327  
302 IND1=C 
DO 350  1=1 ,M3 
350  W(I )  =  BAL(I )  
WRITE (3 ,727)  
WR ITE(3 ,728) (W(I  ) , I=1,MM) 
GO TO 309  
324  WRITE (3 ,320)  KDEG,SDIF ,ADIF 
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32C FORMAT!/ ,  •  NO WE IGHTS• ,  30X,  I2 ,18X,E15 .5 ,  lOX,  Q  5»  5 )  
WRITÊ(3 ,10Û2Ï  SDIFS,ADIFS,  DTEMP,MM 
1002  FORMAT('  SQ DEV FR P0P' ,E i5o5 , 'ABS DEV' ,215 .5 ,  
l»DTEMP*,E15o5 ,  110)  
GO TO 1200  
325  WRITE(3 ,32 i )  KDEG,SDIF.ADIF 
321  FORMAT!'  WEIGHTED BY SURVIVORS' ,19X,12 ,18X,E15o5 ,10X,E 
115 ,5 )  
WRITE(3 ,1002)  SDIFS,ADIFS,  DTEMP,MM 
GO TO 1200  
326  WRITE(3 ,322)  KD£G,SDIF,ADIF 
322  FORMAT*'  WEIGHTED BY CONDITIONAL VARIANCE' ,8X,I2 ,18X,E 
115o5 , lOX,  
lE15o5)  
WRITE (3 ,1002)  SDIFS,ADIFS,  DTEHP,MM 
GO TO 1200  
327  WRITE (3 ,323)  KDEG ,SDIF ,  AOi  F  
323  FORMAT!'  WEIGHTED BY PSEUDO-NORMAL' ,  1  5X,  12 ,  18X,  E15o5 ,  1  
10X,£12o5)  
WRITE (3 ,1002)  SOIFS,  AOIFS,  DTEMP,MM 
GO TO 1200  
304  K1=G 
IND1=0  
IND8=0  
00  312  1=1 ,M5 
IF(RR(I )  - ioOE-04)  319 ,319 ,310  
310  Ki=Kl+ l  
IF(Kl -3 )  313 ,318 ,317  
317  IF(RR(I )  -1 )  313 ,314 ,314  
318  IND8=1  
313  W(I )=BAL(I )  / (RR(I )  * ( lo -RR(I )  ) )  
GO TO 312  
316  W(I )=Oo 
GO TO 312  
319  IF(INDB)  316 ,316 ,314  
314  W(IJ=(W(I -1 )+W(I-2 )+W(I-3 ) ) /3e  
312  CONTINUE 
WR ITE(3 ,727)  
WRIT£(3 ,728) (W(  I ) , I=1 ,KM) 
GO TO 309  
3  06  NDEG=1 
NZER=i  
00  12  NXXX=1,120  
PI  (NZER,NXXX)  =  OoO 
12  P2  (NZER,NXXX)=0»0  
DO 1209  1=1 ,KC 
1209  SSURV(  I )=SAVE(  I )  
00  74  1=1 ,MM 
P2( i , I )=SSURV(I+ l ) /10C» 
74  CONTINUE 
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00  340  J=2 ,MM 
340  P i  ( l , J }=YC(J)*P2( l ,J - l )  
PI  ( i , l )=YCC 
DO 8  NZER=l t l20  
SWV(NZER)=OoO 
SWEIGH(NZER)  =OoO 
8  WEIGHT(NZER)=OoO 
81  CONTINUE 
K=0 
KA=KC-1  
DO 97  JAGE=KBAIM,KA 
J=0 
K=K+1 
DO 98  JE=l fJAG& 
I=JAGE-JE+1  
J=J+1  
102  CONTINUE 
IF(  EXP0S(I ,JAGE))83 ,83 ,84  
83  CONTINUE 
WRITE(3 ,86)  
86  F0RMAT(22H EXPOSCI ,JAGE)  IS  ZERO)  
WRITE(3 ,406)I ,JAGE,J  
406  FORMAT!  3 (  IX ,14)  )  
GO TO 98  
84  CONTINUE 
IF(P1(1 ,J ) )  010 ,610 ,950  
95U CDF( l l=CoO 
PiP2R=Pl (NDEG,J) / {PKNDEG,  J )+P2(NDEG,J  )  )  
DENO«=iOOo 
OTV=25oO 
T=-1 .0D-2  
611 K01=0 
IX=1  
DO 99  N=l ,201  
T=T+loODO/D£NOM 
ZU1 =  (1 . -T)*EXP0S(I , I )*P1(NDEG,J  )  
ZU2=T*£XP0S(I ,1 )*P2(ND£G,J)  
ZU=ZU1-ZU2 
SPl=ZUl*( lo -T)*( l . -P l (NDEG,J) )  
SP2=ZU2*T*{ lo -P2(NDEG,  J )  )  
SP3  =  (2o*ZUl*ZU2) /EXPOSC I ,  I  )  
S=SPi+SP2+SP3  
IF(S)106 ,107 ,1U8  
i07  CONTINUE 
IF  (  P2(  NDEG,  J  ) - lo )  402 ,403 ,403  
40  3  CONTINUE 
WRI TE (3 ,404)  
40  4  FORMAT (24H P2=lo00  NDEG i  J )  
WRI TE(3 ,405)NDEG,  I ,  J  
405  F0RMAT(14X,I2 ,2X,I3 ,1X,I3 )  
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GO TO 98  
402  IFCP2U,J) )  98 ,98 ,801  
801  IF(ZU) i09 , l ( }9 , l l l  
109  P=lo  
GO TO 192  
111  P=3o  
GO TO 192  
106  P=2o  
GO TO 192  
192  CONTINUE 
WRITE(3 ,193)  
193  FORMAT a27H THE NUMBER ON THE NEXT LINE MEANS—IF 1 ,S  I  
IS  ZERO AND 
iZU IS  0  OR LESS,  IF  2 ,S  IS  NEGATIVE,  IF  3 ,S  IS  0  AND ZU 
I IS  GREATER 
ITHAN Û)  
WRIT£(3 ,194)P  
194  F0RMAT(10X,F5o2}  
WRITE(3 ,104)  
104  FORMAT (4X, iHI , iX ,4HJAGE,4X, lHJ ,2X,3HNPK,9X,2HZU,13X, lHS 
WRIT E(3 ,112)1 ,JAGE,J ,KOI ,ZU,S  
112  F0RMAT(411X,I4 ) ,  iX ,a5a7 , lX ,c l5o7)  
GO TO 99  
lOE CONTINUE 
CALL NORML(ZU,SQRT(Si  , 0 .0 ,0 ,P ,0 )  
IF(P)  601 ,601 ,602  
602  IF(0TV-25 . )  603 ,612 ,612  
612  IF(N- l )  604 ,604 ,603  
6C4 IX=IX-1  
603  IX=IX+1  
K0i=K01+l  
CDF(IX)=?  
GO TO 605  
601  OTV=T 
GO TO 99  
605  IF(P- i« )  686 ,606 ,606  
6  86  IF  (T-o9999900)  99 ,99 ,606  
606  IF(K01-20)  607 ,608 ,608  
99  CONTINUE 
607  IF(DENOM-1«E+07)  609 ,610 ,610  
610  WEIGHT!J)=0o0  
WRITE(3 ,1000  I  I , JAGE 
1000  FORMAT(30X,«VARIANCE IS  ZERO' ,215)  
GO TO 98  
609  0EN0M=DEN0M*10»0  
IF(0TV-25o)  613 ,614 ,614  
613  T=CTV 
GO TO 611  
614  T=-1 .0D0/DEN0M 
GO TO 611  
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608  NFVTBI=IX 
S0FV=1.0 /DEN0M 
CALL QUADR(COF,NFVTBI ,SOFV,RVOTCI,  IREC)  
IP(0TV-25a)  615 ,616 ,616  
616  TCDF(1)=0 .0  
GO TO 685  
615  TCDF(1)=0TV 
685  CONTINUE 
A3=0e0  
K01Pl=KOi+l  
617  DO 620  L=2 , IX 
TCOF(  L  )=TCDF(L-1)  +  1«0D0/DEN0M 
BA=TCDF(L)*TCDF(L) -TC0F(L-1)*TC0F(L-1)  
A1=CDF(L-1)»BA 
A2=.5*BA*(CDF(L) -CDF(L-1) )  
620  A3 =  A3+A2+A1 
A4=A3 +  laOOO-TCOF<IXI*TCDF(IX)  
TAREA=RVOTCI +  loODO-TCOF(IX)  
EXPVY=loO-TAREA 
RRa=(EXPOS(I ,JAGE)  -EXPOS CI ,JAGE+1) ) /EXPOS CI ,JAGE)  
SIGS0=lo -A4- (EXP VY*EXPVY)  
WEIGHT(J)=1 . /SIGSQ 
IFCWEIGHTtJ) )  610 ,610 ,690  
690  CONTINUE 
SWV(  J  )=SWV(  J )  +  WEIGHT (  J )*RRR 
SWEIGW J)=SWEIGHC J)+WEIGHT(J»  
GO TO 98  
131  CONTINUE 
GO TO 93  
101  CONTINUE 
98  CONTINUE 
97  CONTINUE 
DO 179  MAGE=1,MM 
IF(SWEIGH(MAGE))176 ,174 ,176  
176  CONTINUE 
SWV(  MAGE)  =SWV(MAGE)/SWEIGH(  MAGE)  
GO TO 179  
174  CONTINUE 
179  CONTINUE 
DO 352  1=1  ,M3 
RR(I )=SWV(I)  
352  W( I )  =  SWEIGH(n  
RR ( l )=2oO*SWV(  1 )  
WR ITE(3 ,727)  
WRITE(3 ,728) (W(I ) , I  =  1 ,MM) 
GO TO 309  
1200  LDEG=LDEG+1 
IFILDËG-3)  123 ,123 ,1203  




GO TO 124  
12U3 IN02=1  
LDEG=0 
IF(JL- l )  304 ,304 ,1201  
1201  IF{JL-2)  302 ,302 ,1204  
1204  IF(JL-3)  306 ,306 ,402  
307  STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE OPCLY {X,Y,M,  N,  INDl ,  IND2,  W,NDEG,YC,Q)  
C ORTHuGGiMAL POLYNOMIAL LEAST SQUARES 
C 
DIMENSION Ad  7 ) ,  3  <17) ,CUT)  ,P  (  17 ,19)  ,  T ITLE (  15 )  ,  SP2  (  17 )  ,  
IQ(17 ,17) ,X(200) ,Y(200) ,W(200) ,YC(200) ,DI (200) ,PX(17 ,115  
DIMENSION FMT (8 )  ,FRAT(33)  
C -——PART 2—— 
C 
999  FORMATtFlCoO,E15o7)  
1000  FORMAT (4I5 ,15A4)  
10  10  F  ORMAT ( i  HI  ,  15  A4  )  
1020  F0RMAT(E15o7)  
. 1030  FORMAT ( I IGHIDEGREE COEFFICIENTS ARRANGED LOW ORDER T  
10  HIGH 
1  A +  B»X +  C*X»X +  D*X*X*X +  E*X*X$X*X +  ETC* 
1040  FORMAT { l l iO  ,  14 ,  iP5E20o  7 / (3X5  £20o  7 )  )  
1050  FORMAT (7  h lDEGREfc ,13  )  
1060  FORMAT (34H0 THE MEAN ABSOLUTE DEVIATION IS , lPE14o7 /  
1  37H THE ROOT MEAN SQUARE DEVIATION IS ,E14o7  
1070  FORMAT (  iH103XlHX19XlHY13X12HCALCULATED YIOXIOHDIFFERE 
1NCE12X 
1  6Hi^EIGHT/ / ( lP5£20o7)  J  
C  M=NUXGER OF POINTS 
C N=OEGKcE OF POLYNOMIAL DESIRED 
C MAXIMUM OF 16  
C IF  ÏND1 IS  NOT ZERO THE WEIGHTS 
C WILL Be  SET TO l o  
C IF  IND2 IS  NOT ZERO THE CALCULATIONS 
C ' . 'J ILL BE PERFORMED FOR ALL DEGREES 
C UP TO No  
F  RAT I  l )= i t ioC 
FRAT (2 )  =  i .bou  
FRAT(3)  =  10oJ .  
FRAT(4)=7o71  
FRAT (5 )=ûo61  
FRAT(6)  =  5o99  
FRAT (7 )=5o59  
FRAT{8)=5o32  
FRAT(9)=5o l2  
FRAT(10)=4*96  
FRAT( l l )=4o84  
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RAT(  12)=4 .75  
FRAT(  13 )=4 .67  
FRAT(14)  =  4 .60  
FRAT( i5 )=4 .54  
FRAT(16)=4 ,  49  
FRAT{  17 )=4o45  
FR AT(18)=4 .41  
FRAT(  19 )=4c38  
FRATt  201=4 .35  
FRAT(21 l=4o32  
FRAT(  22 )=4o30  
FRAT(23)=4o28  
FRAT(  24 )=4o26  
FRAT(25)=4 .24  
FRAT(26)  =  4o23  
FRAT(27)=4 .  21  
FRAT(  281=4 .20  
FRAT(29)  =  4 .18  
FRAT{30)=4 ,17  
FRAT(31)=4e08  
FRAT(32)=4 .00  
FRAT(  33 )=3 .S2  
IF  ( INDl  120 ,40 ,20  
WRITE (3 ,2000)  M 
2000  FORMAT(110)  
20  DO 30  K=1,M 
30  W(K)=1«  
40  N=N+i  
U=0« 
V=0o  
DO 50  K=l ,«  
U=U+W(K)»X(K)  
50  V=V+W(K)  
P (2 ,  1  )=-U/V 
SP2(1)=V 
DO 60  1  =  1 ,N  
P( I , I )= lo  
P(  1 ,1  +  1 )  =0o  
60  P(  I ,  1+2  )=C.  
DO 70  K=1,M 
PX(1 ,K)=1 ,  
70  PX(2 ,K)=X(K)+P(2 ,1  )  
IF  (N-3)110 ,80 ,80  
80  DO 100  1  =  3 ,N  
SP2(I - l )=Ga 
s=0o 
DO 90  K=1 ,M 
S=S+W(K)*X(K)*PX(I -1 ,K)»PX(I -1 ,K)  
90  SP2(I - i )  =  SP2(I - l )+W(K)*PX(I - l ,K)*PX(I - l ,K)  
8 ( I )=-S /SP2(I -1 )  
160 
C(I )  =  -SP2(I - l ) /SP2( i -2 )  
DO 100  K=1,M 
100  PX(I ,K)  =  PX(I -1 ,K)4(X(K)+8(I ) )+PX(I -2 ,K)*C(I )  
l i e  SP2(NJ=0o  
DO 120  K=1,M 
120  SP2(N)=SP2(N)+W(K)*PX(N,K)*PX(N,K)  
IF  (N-S)  150 ,130 ,130  
130  DO 140  1=3 ,N 
11=1-1 
P(I , l )=B(I )*P(I - l , l t+C(  I )*P< 1 -2 ,1 )  
DO 140  J=2 , I i  
140  P i l ,  J )  =  B(I )*P(I -1  ,J )+C(  I )*P(  I -2 ,J )+P(I -1 ,J -1 )  
150  DO 170  1=1 ,N 
SYP=Oo 
DO 160  K=i ,M 
160  SYP=SYP+W(K)*Y(K)*PX(I ,K)  
A(I  )=SYP/SP2(I )  
DO 170  J=1 , I  
P ( i ,  J  )=A(I )*P  ( I ,J )  
QlI ,J )=Oo 
DC 170  L=J , I  
170  Q(X,J )=Q{I ,J )+P(L,J )  
C FIT COMPLETED 
L 1=0  
IF  {  IND2)200 ,190 ,200  
190  L=N 
GO TO 210  
200  L=2  
210  DO 29  J=L,N 
J1=J-1  
IF(J i )  301 ,301 ,302  
301  NDEG=0 
DO 303  K=1,M 
303  YCCK)=Q(1 ,1 )  
GO TO 339  
302  SUMl=Oo 
SUM2=0o 
SUM3=0o0  
S  UM4=0o  0  
DO 230  1=1 ,M 
YC(I )=Q(  J ,J )  
DC 220  K=1 ,J1  
JK=J-K 
220  YC(I )=QU,JK)+X ( I )*YC(I )  
DI ( I )=YC(I ) -YH )  
SUM1 =  SUM1+W(I)*ABS(  Dl (  I )  )  
SUM3=SUM3+Y(  i )*Y(I  )*W <I  )  
SUM4=SUM4+Y(I  )*W(I )  







T OT =SUM3-C SU M4» S  UM4/V)  
AIJ1=J1  
REG=TCT-SUM2 
IF(J l - l )  33 ,32 ,33  
32  SUM21=T0T 
33  RRMS=SUM2/(A1M-1 .0 -A1J1)  
REGMS=RE6/AiJ l  






IF(NINID-30)21 ,21 ,22  
22  IF(NINID-40J23 ,23 ,24  
23  NIN1D=31  
GO TO 21  
24  IF(NINID-60)25 ,25 ,26  
25  NINID=32  
GO TO 21  
26  NINID=33  
21  I  F(  FRAT lO-FRAT (NI  NI  0 )  )  27 ,27 ,  3  1  
27  L  1=L 1+1  
IF(Ll -2 )29 ,28 ,28  
31  L1=D 
29  SUM21=SUM2 
NDEG=J1  
339  CONTINUE 
GO TO 900  
28  N=J1-1  
L1=0 
GO TO 190  
900  R ETURN 
END 
C PROGRAM WCURFIT 
C THIS  PROGRAM FITS THE WEI BULL DISTRIBUTION 
DIMENSION WB(25 ,25) ,  S (  200)  ,F t  200)  ,  WA( 25  , 25 )  
DIMENSION W(200)  
F  ( l )=OoO 
S( l )=100  .0  
W (l) = 100o0 
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READ(1 ,722)  NIG,IX 
722  FORMAT(  12 ,110)  
224  READ( l ,228) ( (WAlI ,J ) ,WB(I ,J ) iJ= l , I ) , I=2 ,25)  
228  F0RMAT(8F9o6)  
ICO READ(1 ,104)  TITLE,LIMIT 
I  F(  LIMIT I  999 ,999 ,101  
101  CONTINUE 
NDPS=LIMIT+1 
NDPTS=NDPS 
104  F0RMAT(F8o2 ,24X,14)  
READ* 1 ,103HS(I ) , I=2 ,NDPS)  
103  FCRMAT(10F7o2)  
DO 273  1=2 ,200  
MCI)  =0*0  
273  F( I )=I - lo5  
CALL WIFIT (WA,WB,NIG,ASLW,  NDFS,F ,S ,AMC,  SLP,SRV10 ,SRV50  
1 ,  IX)  
314  DO 325  1=2 ,200  
W(I )=(  EXP(- (F(I ) /AMC)**SLP))*100 .  
KEND=I  
IF(W(I ) - .5 )  483 ,325 ,325  
325  CONTINUE 
483  WRITE(3 ,500)  
500  F0RMAT(45X,*WEiaULL FITTING RESULTS'/) 
WRITE(3 ,502)  
502  FORMAT*6X, 'CURVE IDENT AVERAGE ABSOLUTE DEVIATION 
lAVERAGE SQ 
lUARED DEVIATION AVG LIFE' / )  
SDIFS=OeD 
A0IFS=0 .0  
DO 701  I=2 ,NDPTS 
AADIFS=A8S(  S ( I ) -W ( I ) )  
ADIFS=AOIFS+AADIFS 
SD1FS=SDIFS+AADIFS*AADIFS 
701  CONTINUE 
ADIF S=AOIFS/<NDPTS-1)  
SDIFS=SDIFS/ (NDPTS-1)  
86  WRITE(3 ,503)  TITLE,  ADIFS,  SDIFS,  ASLW 
503  F0RMAT(6X,F8< ,2 ,  14X,612o5 ,17X,  E12o5 ,10X,F6o2)  
WRITE (3 ,  1002)  
1002  F0RMAT(2CX, 'SMOOTHED')  
WRITt(3 ,1003)  (  W(I ) , I=1 ,KEND)  
1003  F0RMAT(12Fi0o2)  
GO TO 100  
999  STOP 
END 
SUBROUTINE WIFIT (WA,W8,NIG,ASLW,NDPS rF ,  S ,  AMC,  SLP ,SRV1 
C 0 ,SRV50 , IX)  
C PROGRAM TO SOLVE FOR WEI8ULL PARAMETERS A AND C FRO 
C M LIFE DATA 
163 
c  EXPRESSED IN YEARS* NDP MUST NOT EXCEED 100 ,  NIG MUST B  
C E 25  OR LESS 
C THE WEI BULL EQUATION CONTAINING THE PARAMETERS A AND C 
C I  S  F (x ;  =  
C 1 -EXP(- (X/A)**C)  
DIMENSION ANUHB(IC0) ,A(4 ,25)«  P(4 t23) f  SUHA(4}  ,SUMB(4)  





306  DO 261  I=2 ,NDPS 
264  IF  <6-S(I ) )26 l ,263 ,263  
263  T=(S(I -1 ) -B) / (S ( I -1 ) -S ( I ) )  
D=T*(F(I ) -F(I -1 )»  
L=L+1 
C(L)=F(I -1 )+D 
B=B- loO 
GO TO 264  
261  CONTINUE 
IF  CL- lOO)  502 ,504 ,504  
502  K=L+i  
DO 503  L=K,100  
503  C(L)=200o  
504  ND=L 
NG=ND/NIG 
NR=ND-NIG*NG 
DC 207  1=1 ,ND 
CALL RANDU ( IX, IY,YRNGi  ^  
IX=IY 
207  ANUMB(I)=YRNG 
CALL ORDER(ANUMB ,  LRO ,ND)  
DO 208  1=1 ,NG 
K=II -1 )*NIG 
DO 208  J=1 ,NIG 
IJ=K+J 
M=LRD(1J)  
208  P(I ,J )=C(M)  
IF  (NR- l )209 ,210 ,21 i  
210  ND=ND-1  
GO TO 209  
211  I  A=N D-NR 
DO 213  1=1 ,NR 
IJ=  lA+I  
M=LRD(IJ)  
213  P(NG+1,I )=C(M)  
209  DC 215  1=1 ,NG 
L=NIG-1  
DO 215  J= i ,L  
NM=J+1  
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00  215  K-NMtNIG 
IF  (P(  I fJ ) -PH,K)  »215 ,215 ,219  
219  PTEMPsPCItJ)  
P ( I ,J )=P(I ,K)  
P(I ,K)  =  PTEMP 
215  CONTINUE 
IF  (NR-1)260 ,260 ,222  
222  I=NG+1 
NP=NR- i  
DO 221  J=1 ,NP 
NT=J+1  
DO 221  K=NT,NR 
IF  (PH,J) -P(I ,K) )221 ,22 l ,220  
220  PTEMP=P(I ,J )  
P ( I  , J )=P(I ,K)  
P(I  ,K)=PTEMP 
221  CONTINUE 
260  DO 230  1=1 ,NG 
$UMA(  I  J=OaO 
SUMB(I )=0 .0  
J=1  
412  IF  (P( I ,J ) -200oH10 ,4H,4 i l  
410  A( ] ,J )=ALOG(P(I ,J ) )  
J=J  +1  
IF  (J -NIGJ4l2 ,412 ,41 i  
411  N=J-1  
IF  (N-2)4 i6 ,417 ,417  
417  K=NIG 
00  288  M=1,N 
SUMB(  I )=SUM8{I  )+A<I ,MJ»KB(N,M)  
SUM A (  I  )  =S  U«A (  J  )  +A (  I  ,  M )*WA < N ,  M »  
288  CONTINUE 
GO TO 230  
411)  Q=Q+1« ,0  
230  CONTINUE 
IF  {NR-1>245 ,245 ,242  
242  I=NG+1 
SUMAd )  =  0oC 
SUMB(I )=UoO 
DO 413  J=1 ,NR 
IF  (P{  I ,J ) -200o1413 ,414 ,414  
414  N=J-1  
GO TO 419  
413  A(I  , J )  =  ALOG(P(I ,J ) )  
N=J  
419  IF  (N-2  >245 ,415 ,415  
415  K=NR 
00  243  M=1,N 
SUMA(I>=SUMA(I)+Al l ,MI*WA{N,M)  








00 248 1=1 ,J  
AMUK=AMUM+SUMA(I)  • 






SRV 50= EXP (  AMU-0 .  36651*6ETA )  
SLP=ioC7ScTA 
A.MC = EXP(AMU} 
ASL'W=ûoû 
AK= o5 
4U5 DO 401 1=1,2 00 
SLU=tX P I - 1  AK/AMC )  **SLP )  
IF (SLU-o005)3û7 ,307 ,400  
400 ASLK=ASLW+SLU 
401 AK=AK+loO 
30  7  RETURN 
END 
SUBROUTINE DRDcR( BTT,LCRD,N) 
DIMENSION 8TT(iÛ0) jLORDdOO) 
• DO 1  1=1, iM 
1  LOR 0(1)  = I  
DO 4  1=1,N 
ISW=0 
JSTOP={\i-I+l  
DO 3  J=2,JST0P 
IF(STT(J)-BTT(J-l l )  2 ,3 ,3  
2 TEMP=BTT(J-1)  
ÏTE>;P=L0RD(J-1} 





3  CONTINUE 
IF {ISW)4,5,4 
4  CONTINUE 
5  R E T U R N .  
END 
